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Abstract
Wireless power transfer (WPT) via magnetic resonance coupling is a technology allowing the trans-
mission of electric energy without the need of cables and with a high efficiency even over several tens
of centimeters. As such, it is expected that many applications, ranging from medical field to domestic
appliance to electric vehicles, will benefit greatly from this technology. In particular, current electric
vehicle problems and issues such as potential dangers to the users during battery charging process,
low cruising range, long battery charging time and the like can be solved or at least mitigated, thus
making wireless power transfer one of the most suitable methods for spreading electrification of ve-
hicles. In fact, wireless power transfer can be performed not only when the transmitting side and
the receiving side are not moving (a static scenario), but also during their relative motion (a dynamic
scenario).
As it is not a novel research theme, previous research about wireless power transfer has been abun-
dant with respect to the hardware design of resonant network, compensation topology and converter
structure. However, simultaneous efficiency and power regulation by means of power converter con-
trol only on a single side has not been given any consideration. In this dissertation, both the circuit
topology and the control method are the focus of research. It is necessary to ascertain if power and
efficiency control are performing as expected in both static and dynamic condition; in other words,
it is necessary to understand the model and control the response of a wireless power transfer system
by magnetic resonance coupling. In so doing, it becomes possible to include all the control in only
one side of the system, which is a desirable feature in the future since it allows real time adaptation
to the power transmission facility, intended as the primary side of the whole system. This means
actively using all the power converters, refraining from adopting passive components such as diodes,
especially on the secondary side of the system. Until now, the possibility of single-side control for
both transmission efficiency and power flow has never been considered, preferring to rely on control
for both sides with communication. In this sense, in most literature, communication availability be-
tween sides is regarded as a given feature of the circuit, and the communication speed is not taken
into account. This can easily be an issue in dynamic scenarios, where the control objective has to
maintain high efficiency and desired power while the system parameters are varying. In other words,
the control must be robust against parameter variation and operate always in a stable zone even with-
out communication. This is why, in this dissertation, communication between primary and secondary
side is not used.
Therefore, this thesis discusses the control methods for secondary-side-only power and efficiency
control for WPT systems when many constraints such as lack of communication are included. This
dissertation explores the following two main themes: secondary-side-only power and efficiency con-
trol with two converters in static scenario and secondary-side-only power and efficiency control with
two converters in dynamic scenario. Thus, a part is devoted to the explanation about the necessity of
field programmable gate array for use in converter control for WPT systems, as well as the guidelines
for creating from scratch a digital controller for power converter at a machine logic level. Finally,
by virtue of FPGA’s superior characteristics, the concepts of secondary-side-only power control with
one converter in case of constant power load are explained and evaluated. By the aforementioned
points of investigation, the work of this thesis aims at providing the design process of robust con-
trollers able to satisfy the requirements of power and efficiency by only the secondary side. The
controllers do not need communication and offer great versatility at a slight trade-off, making them
very application-oriented.
In Chapter 1, the research background regarding control methods for power converters in wireless
power transfer systems by magnetic resonant coupling is introduced in order to establish the motiva-
tion and the position of the research described in this dissertation. In previous research, the regulation
of the transmission efficiency and power has been designed without considering the circuit composi-
tion, such as the number of power converters or the type of load. Previous research strongly suggested
that a coordinated control should be performed on both the transmitting (primary) side and the receiv-
ing (secondary) side, but in some scenarios the operating conditions may not allow it. Therefore,
in this thesis, the power converters in the receiving side and their relative controllers are discussed.
Then, the cases of static wireless power transfer and dynamic wireless power transfer are described.
In Chapter 2, the power control and efficiency control concepts presented in past research are
reviewed. Thus, the applications for wireless power transfer by magnetic resonant coupling are dis-
cussed, with particular focus on electric vehicles. Wireless power transfer by magnetic resonance
coupling encompasses different compensation methods leading to constant voltage or constant cur-
rent output characteristics, thus making it appealing to many different applications. In particular,
series-series (SS) compensation is found suitable for automotive.
In Chapter 3, the single-side control concept is introduced. Real time adaptation to primary side in
constrained conditions is desirable, especially when considering a dynamic scenario. In this sense, it
is necessary to use active converters on the secondary side. By using two converters, there are two
degree of freedom, thus both load power and transmission efficiency can be controlled. In this chapter,
a novel control strategy for the receiving side with a battery load is proposed, where the AC/DC
converter regulates the average power and the DC/DC converter controls the equivalent AC resistance
to match the optimal value. The primary side is not involved in the active control, merely working
with a fixed operation point. The AC/DC converter uses a two-mode control, taking advantage of
the inverting characteristics of SS compensation topology and periodically shorting the receiving
coil terminals. The proposed control theory and the controller design are explained, followed by
verification by both simulations and experiments.
In Chapter 4, a discussion about the advantages of field programmable gate array (FPGA) in con-
trolling the converters for wireless power transfer systems will be presented. In fact, FPGA is a nec-
essary tool because of its superiority when compared to conventional DSP control board in terms of
calculation time, diagnostics and flexibility in system integration. After explaining the netlist project
design flow and logic block creation process inside of the FPGA, a case of study is presented. In
order to provide an effective current limiter for use in case of vehicle detection failure in dynamic
WPT environment, a customized logic block automatically acquiring the AC peak value of the cur-
rent from the sensor and updating it to the highest value is created. At the same time, a simple current
controller based on combined phase locked loop (PLL) algorithm and phase shifting is proposed for
the secondary side. This is necessary in case the secondary side has only one AC/DC converter. The
proposed approach is verified by experiments.
In Chapter 5, a discussion about the number of converters is presented. Reducing the number of
converters generally implicates reducing losses and simplifying the circuit. However, also the degrees
of freedom end up reduced, thus complicating the control. In this chapter, a control for the secondary
side AC/DC converter is proposed. While performing synchronous rectification for minimizing the
losses, the conversion ratio is manipulated by the shift coefficient, thus allowing voltage control for
constant power load or current control for constant voltage load. Therefore, in this chapter, too, the
proposed control theory, system analysis and controller design are explained, followed by verification
by both simulations and experiments.
In Chapter 6, the vision of the future society derived from widespread exploitation of WPT both in
public and private life is presented. It is deduced that society will benefit in terms of higher flexibility
and safety, with increased quality of life. The secondary-side-only control concept presented in this
thesis will help in the diffusion of WPT technology since it can be successfully applied to many
different scenarios.
In Chapter 7, the results and the discussions presented in this thesis are collected and summarized,
underlining the contribute to the scientific community, therefore concluding this thesis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Research background
Wireless power transfer (WPT) dates back to Nikola Tesla experiments with AC current. However,
the real interest for this technology and its potential clearly arose after a paper reported an experiment
performed in 2007 at Massachusetts Institute of Technology [1]. The experimental results showed
that 60W of electric power can be successfully transmitted through magnetic induction by having two
copper coils, positioned at a distance of 2.5 meters, resonate at the same operating frequency. Conse-
quently, having proved the capability of mid-range operation, the range of target applications is very
broad: mobile phone charging pads [2][3], medical implants [4]–[7], servo stages[8], electric vehicles
(EVs) [9]–[18], drones[19], nuclear waste storage monitoring supply [20] and more. The condition
of resonance is critical for achieving several desirable characteristics, such as the extension of the gap
between the transmitter coil and the receiver coil, the conservation of high transmission efficiency
and the tolerance to mechanical misalignment conditions between the coils. The coil self-resonance
is achieved by connecting a capacitive device to the coil, effectively creating an equivalent LCR cir-
cuit from the point of view of physical behaviour. If both the primary side and the secondary side
coil have the same resonance frequency by means of compensation circuit, then the transmission effi-
ciency and the transferred power become even higher than in the case of normal magnetic induction.
There are four basic compensation topologies [21][22] for the resonant network: SS compensation,
SP compensation, PP compensation and PS compensation. While the first letter is referred to the
primary side and the second letter is referred to the secondary side, S means series connection of the
coil with the capacitor and P denotes parallel connection of the coil with the capacitor. In particular,
the design process in case of SS compensation is easy since the compensation capacitance value does
not depend on the mutual inductance and effective load and therefore is suitable for many applications
[23]. However, it is possible to devise a coil structure able to achieve resonance without using physi-
cal capacitors. In this case, by properly designing the coil wire pitch and the layer gap, it is possible to
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exploit the stray capacitances between the wire and, even more, having multiple resonant frequencies
in only one coil [24]. This opens up several scenarios and will be a popular topic for future research.
The magnetic field between the coils determines the strength of the coupling between the transmitter
coil and the receiver coil. In short, the whole WPT basic concept is similar to a transformer ’s one.
Of course, there is a multitude of system configurations depending on the final application: it is the
designer’s job to decide how many transmitting coils and receiving coils should be used, to decide
what resonant circuit topology is most suitable, to decide whether to add intermediate repeater coils
[25] and so on and so forth. There is abundant literature concerning the resonant circuit modelling
and transfer functions [26], and therefore it will not be the focus of this thesis.
In recent years, EVs have been the technology whose combination with WPT holds more expecta-
tions [11][15]. The electrification of vehicles is becoming an increasingly needed action to mitigate
the pollution problem. Recently, not only vehicle makers but also entire governments are strongly
pushing for complete renewal of the car park in the wake of the progress of EV technology. In this
sense, using wireless power transfer increases their mobility and reliability. It is well known that EVs
have several advantages such as fast response, high torque delivery to the wheels and easy torque
measurement from the motor current; on the other hand, their relatively limited range and long bat-
tery charging time are known as well and are considered the brake on their widespread use. Methods
for increasing the cruising distance based on the adopting of in-wheel motors have been proposed in
past research [27]–[30] and the reported results are promising in terms of losses reduction. However,
WPT offers a feasible solution to those disadvangates by allowing charging of the EV battery both
while stopping and while moving. Currently, the allowed operating frequencies are between 75 and
90 kilohertz, as established by the Society of Automotive Engineers [31], although in past research
different operating frequencies have also been used [17]. Various multi-coil configurations such as
double-D (DD), double-D quadrature (DDQ) and bipolar BP [32] have been studied. Moreover, dif-
ferent coil configurations such as spaced loops [15], sectional loops [33], or long wire loops [34] have
been explored. Long track distance leads to low coupling due to large leakage flux [33] and possibility
of energizing and heating unwanted loads.
In the case of static WPT, the scenario is a parking lot or an intersection with traffic lights in which
the primary side coil and related circuit should be buried 60-80 cm below the ground [35]. WPT
then occurs from the primary side to the secondary side and consequently the energy storage system
mounted on the stopped EV. Since the charging happens in a static scenario, the coupling coefficient
does not change; moreover, since it is usually a one-transmitter/one-receiver condition, a communi-
cation signal (e.g. Bluetooth) for coordinated control between both sides can be adopted.
On the other hand, in case of dynamic WPT, the transmission occurs in the same method as in static
WPT, but the scenario becomes a highway. The energy storage system is then composed by battery
and eventually supercapacitors, which supply the EV motor. Giving the relative motion between the
primary coil and the secondary coil, the coupling coefficient is subject to variation. Furthermore,
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the primary side circuit must be prepared for a long distance in order to provide sufficient energy to
the EV, thus, from the cost viewpoint, it is desirable that the primary side is as simple as possible.
Consequently, it is natural to think that the primary should be operating at fixed condition while the
secondary side must perform the dedicated control to adapt to the primary side. From these consid-
erations, at the current state of the art it can be said that the most suitable composition is given by
having a primary side composed by multiple coils equally spaced and embedded in the ground. In so
doing, it is possible to usually have a one-transmitter/one receiver condition, which is the simplest in
terms of control complexity and the most advantageous in terms of transmitting efficiency.
As mentioned before, in practical applications the load is almost always a constant voltage load
(CVL). Past research about power control in WPT with CVL has been carried out extensively; in
particular, using a full bridge diode rectifier with a cascoded DC/DC converter and controlling the
DC link voltage to maximize the transmitting efficiency by an equivalent resistance model has been
widely reported upon. However, little to no attention has been paid to the variation of coupling coeffi-
cient or transients or difficulty of communication. Other research has also considered bidirectionality,
whose concept lies in the secondary side mirroring the primary side circuit and operating switching
phase control in order to ensure synchronization between primary and secondary side. As it can be
inferred, in most research many constraints are not even considered, using approximations and ideal
conditions. It is not clear what is possible to control with multiple constraints at the same time, as it
is the case real applications. In particular, control on the secondary side has never really been investi-
gated apart from the conventional combination of full bridge diode rectifier and DC/DC converter. As
the load is in the secondary side, it is desirable that the secondary side adapts itself to the condition
of the primary side.
However, not all WPT systems have a CVL. The load may also be a motor or a constant power load
(CPL). In [36], a in-wheel motor is powered wirelessly from the battery embedded in an EV. The main
reason to choose a wireless supply to the three-phase inverter connected to the in-wheel motor is to
eliminate the risk of disconnection of signal and power cables. As a CPL presents an unstable open
loop plant, it was necessary to force a discontinuous operation with an ON/OFF mode (two-mode
control), as described in [37]. Another stablization method consists in coordinated control between
primary and secondary side to stabilize the load voltage [38]. Both methods are valid, but present
some disadvantages: in the first one, the transients of two-mode control are big and may cause false
triggering of the devices gate driver or surpass the reverse voltage of the device, actually destroying
the converter; on the other hand, the second method requires the primary side to keep some voltage
margin to deliver the power. Other research [39] proposed a capacitive power transfer in which the
power is transmitted from a plate on the road to a metal band inside the EV tire and then delivered
to the motor. In the CPL case, too, the aforementioned concept of adding constraints and letting the
secondary side adapt to the primary side is valid. Hence, achieving load voltage stabilization while
having smooth operation with only secondary side becomes a worthy research topic.
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In order to perform these kinds of advanced control satisfying the requirements of WPT systems, a
conventional digital signal processor is not powerful enough at hardware level. This is especially
true as the frequency used in WPT is very high, up to ISM band (i.e. from 6.78 to 13.56 MHz),
and the gate triggering signal generation is not fast enough. Conventional control boards are suitable
for frequencies of some tens of kilohertz, otherwise it becomes necessary using higher performance
hardware. Such hardware is the field programmable gate array (FPGA), a popular tool in software
development field. In the future, it is expected that the frequency level will be even higher, therefore
using a FPGA should be a standard in converter control and guidelines on its utilization as a digital
converter controller should be given.
1.2 Research purpose
In this thesis, the objective is to analyze the composition of the power converter circuit and conse-
quently propose novel controls for achieving the desired power and the maximum extractable trans-
mitting efficiency in WPT system adopting magnetic resonance coupling．In those systems, there
are four different manners of connection for the resonant capacitance; however, since this thesis is
dealing mainly with WPT applied to EVs, then only the SS compensation is considered. While most
of previous research only examined the state of the art and stated several assumptions making the
system close to ideal, in this thesis the approach is based on a different point of view. In this disserta-
tion, a system for WPT is designed according to the control viewpoint: if there are many constraints,
such as the lack of communication or variation of coupling coefficient, it is necessary to understand
how much controllability is possible to maintain. Considering the case of WPT performed while in-
motion, it is stressed the fact that it is necessary to devise a system not relying on communication
between sides because of the unacceptable delay in the current technology that may cause incorrent
operation. Moreover, given that the reference application involves EVs, it is clear that secondary
side must be controlled and adapt to primary side. Consequently, the focus of this research is on the
secondary side because the proposed controls must perform well both in static and dynamic WPT
systems. Similarly, since the load is in the secondary side, the type of the load will determine the
characteristics of the transients, which is one more reason to study the case of control performed only
in the secondary side. It is expected that implementing secondary-side-only control will allow for a
reduction of system costs due to the adoption of active devices in the converters; in so doing, it is
possible to perfom smarter controls, allowing to decrease the number of components and therefore
reduce the overall costs.
Past research proposed several control methods for power flow and transmitting efficiency, such as
power control on primary side [40][41], efficiency control on secondary side [42]–[44] or power and
efficiency control by using both sides[45][46]. If efficiency control was performed on the secondary
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side, the power had to be regulated on the primary side and vice versa, as until now it has been im-
possible to manipulate them both on the same side. This research however proposes a control method
able to simultaneously regulate the power flow and the transmitting efficiency. It is achieved with two
converters: the half active rectifier (HAR) and the cascoded DC/DC converter. The proposed control
is performed at resonance and targets a CVL. The modelling and settings are described, and its results
are compared to a conventional efficiency control with a full bridge diode rectifier and the cascoded
DC/DC converter.
Also, past research about WPT to a CPL has provided different methods for load voltage stabilization.
However, they could not achieve smooth operation by secondary side only, instead having to rely on
discontinuous operation or primary side coordination. Therefore, in this thesis, stability analysis of
CPL in WPT systems by magnetic resonant coupling is performed and, from that, the design of a
simple voltage controller along with the closed loop model stability limit analysis is proposed.
On top of that, FPGA technology is introduced and it was found that it is a necessary tool for the
development of more precise and efficient controllers to be adopted in WPT systems. The process of
block creation and the necessary signal coordination in the logical project inside the board is clarified
and recommended.
1.3 Thesis composition
The composition of this dissertation is shown in Fig. 1.
Chapter 2 reviews the fundamental concepts of power and efficiency control presented in past re-
search in WPT systems with magnetic resonant coupling and relates them with the cases of static and
dynamic wireless power transfer. The type of compensation determines critical characteristics of the
system, therefore a little review of the compensation method is presented as well.
Chapter 3 introduces the research topic of simultaneous power and efficiency control. Previous re-
search could achieve it only by exploiting both primary and secondary side, but the control strategy
proposed in this chapter can achieve it with only the secondary side and without need of commu-
nication. The secondary side is equipped with a HAR followed by a DC/DC buck/boost converter,
consequently there are two degrees of freedom. By setting a different switching frequency for each
converter, the risk of conflict is avoided and it is possible to control the averaged transmitted power
and the transmitting efficiency at the same time. In this case of study, the average transmitted power
is controlled by the HAR with a two-mode operation and the transmitting efficiency is regulated by
the DC/DC converter. Simulation and experimental results show the validity of the proposed control,
whose target is CVLs, in both static and dynamic charging environment.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to the explanation of the process of netlist and creation of logic blocks to be
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implemented in a field programmable gate array (FPGA). In fact, FPGA is remarkably superior in
hardware performance with respect to normal digital signal processors (DSP), thus allowing very fast
parallel calculation and thus implementation of more advanced digital control schemes apart from
the usual pulse width modulation (PWM). Then, the design of a simple secondary-side-only current
controller for constant power load and constant voltage load with only one converter is proposed. The
concept used is symmetric phase shift, which is the only approach available in case of a secondary
side with one converter. The other advantage is that the current transient response is smooth. The
effectiveness is verified with experiments.
Chapter 5 pursues the concept of secondary-side-only control presented in the previous chapter and
applies it to CPL. Furthermore, as an additional constraint, a single converter is considered. This
means that all the devices in the converter must be active devices. Moreover, the analysis of CPL
shows that the open loop function is unstable, therefore requiring stabilization in the closed loop.
Taking into account the analysis of past research, the only method available in the case of study is
the combination of synchronous rectification and symmetric phase shift control. By manipulation of
the shift coefficient, the load voltage can be stabilized around an arbitrary equilibrium point by means
of a high bandwith PI feedback controller. The stability of the closed loop function is analyzed and
the limits of stability are described and verified by experiments. The same control concept can be
adopted for current control and CVL.
Chapter 6 introduces a prediction of the future scenario in the case of widespread WPT. The benefits
for the society will be obtained in many fields, from automotive to medical to industrial application.
Consequently, the quality of life of the future wireless society will be improved, with better flexibility
and safety in both public and private life. Secondary-side-only control concept can be easily imple-
mented and contributes not only to WPT for electric vehicle but also to other application fields.
Chapter 7 finally concludes this dissertation about secondary-side-only control for WPT systems by
magnetic resonant coupling by summarizing the results of all the previous chapters.
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Fig. 1: Thesis organization.
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Chapter 2
Power and efficiency control theory in WPT
systems for EVs
In this chapter, brief review of the research topics and the particularities differentiating the static
charging scenario and the dynamic charging scenario is conducted. A brief discussion about the most
suitable compensation topology for electric vehicles (EVs) follows. Consequently, the mainstream
theories about power and efficiency control for WPT systems by magnetic resonance coupling are
reviewed.
2.1 Overview on EVs
EVs are an excellent alternative to internal combustion engines vehicles. As the problem of world
pollution grows increasingly dire, a mitigation by cutting theCO2 emissions of venicles is the readiest
and most feasible among the countermeasures towards a definitive solution. The advantages of EVs,
apart from low environmental impact, include high controllability due to the fast response to transients
of the electric motor, high torque delivery to the wheels and easy measurement thereof from the
electric motor current. The recent progress of renewable energy systems is a further incentive to use
EVs; in fact, they can also be exploited for vehicle-to-grid (V2G) and can be excellently integrated
into the grid. Further progress in these field is expected by making intelligent use of data through
the Internet of Things (IoT), to tailor services for each user and provide optimal coordinated control.
However, the bottleneck slowing down the widespread use of EVs is represented by the still long
battery charging time and the limited range compared to conventional internal combustion engines.
This results in the need of big built-in energy storage systems, which means increased weight and cost,
and frequent recharges. Even though energy savings approaches such as the improvement of power
train efficiency [28], optimal distribution of driving force in indipendent in-wheel motors of front or
rear wheels [27] and optimization of speed profile [29] achieved results and effectively increase the
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Fig. 2: Concept of static WPT.
cruising range, it is still insufficient to satisfy the requirements of users. Other practical issues also
arise: the process of plug-in charging may be potentially dangerous in hands of a careless user, with
risk of electrocution at high voltages.
Thus, the only way to promote and make EVs accepted by the public is to solve or at least mitigate
their disadvantages. Although much attention is given to the improvement and progress of battery
technology (for instance, the most recent EVs have installed a battery module capable of covering
400 kilometers with a single full charge [47]), it is worthwhile to think about merging with other
technologies. Among the vast array of possible matching technologies, WPT is the one showing the
most potential and feasibility. With WPT, cables and cords are eliminated, thus making the whole
charging process safer and reliable, with less maintenance. Without cables, two main scenarios can
be considered: using WPT to charge the EV battery or storage system while the EV is stopped, and
using WPT to charge the EV battery while in motion. Moreover, the same concept of WPT can be
applied to supply power to an in-wheel motor from the energy storage system [36], eliminating the
risk of disconnection of power and signal cables as well as achieving a compact design with reduced
vehicle weight.
2.2 Static WPT
Static WPT occurs when the relative position of the primary coil and the secondary coil is still, as
shown in Fig. 2. The scenario is a parking lot or a charging station in a similar fashion of current
electric vehicles. In this case, the system load is a CVL, there is no variation of coupling coefficient,
the load voltage variation is slow; consequently, at the current stage it is a technology with high
feasibility and implementation potential. As a matter of fact, the launch on the market of static WPT
is imminent: many car makers (e.g. Nissan [47], Mercedes [48], Toyota [49]) are actively researching
and hope to include it in their vehicle fleet starting from 2018. The theoretical design is already
established and, as shown in Fig. 3, the proposed static WPT systems in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b are very
similar.
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(a) Case of Nissan.
(b) Case of Toyota.
Fig. 3: Examples of static WPT.
In case of static WPT, its utility depends on the robustness to misalignment of the resonant network.
The design of the coil couplers is critical for achieving high coupling coefficient and high quality
factor and therefore high efficiency. In this sense, past research has been extensive [13] [14]. Another
point is that, currently, static charging for EVs occurs on a one transmitter/one receiver base, making
the overall control method effective and simple. Moreover, given that the load voltage is assumed slow
to change (because it is a CVL), the communication between sides can be adopted without problems
caused by time delay as the coils are not moving. The communication serves a moltitude of purposes,
from control coordination to coil sensing and foreign object detection [50]. In particular, the latter
task is frequently ignored, but is important nevertheless to prevent transmitting efficiency drop and
risk of fire due to foreign metal object caught in the magnetic flux between the coils.
From the control point of view, the efficiency is generally optimized by proper design of the primary
and secondary side coil; consequently, it is not necessary to perform any particular matching control.
The only variable that needs regulation then becomes the power delivered to the load. In fact, in
the simplest case of a completely passive secondary side circuit, power control in the primary side is
a popular choice, made possible from the aforementioned situation of one-transmitter/one-receiver.
However, this kind of control is not practical to implement in dynamic charging scenarios: two totally
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Fig. 4: Concept of dynamic WPT.
different controls would be needed. The need of a control that can be used successfully both in static
and dynamic charging condition is then evident. This thesis proposes a control that can be used both
in static and dynamic condition in chapter 3.
2.3 Dynamic WPT
As surmised before, a big problem of EVs is the short cruising range. Even though with recent
progresses the maximum distance possible with a single full charge has increased to around 400 kilo-
meters, it is still little more than half the maximum distance offered by conventional internal combus-
tion engine vehicles. This value is further reduced if air conditioning or other features are activated.
As a countermeasure, feasibility of WPT while EVs are in motion has been researched [51][17]. In
this dynamic scenario, the power is transmitted from the primary coil buried in the ground to the
secondary coil mounted in the vehicle. The power received from the on-board coil is then delivered
to the energy storage system (which includes battery and eventually supercapacitors), which in turn
supplies the electric motor, as shown in Fig. 4. In so doing, the driving range is extended indefinitely
as long as the vehicle’s coil is coupled with the ground side coil connected to the grid. This means that
the energy storage system can be downsized, making the vehicle lighter. Concepts of dynamic WPT
systems are shown in Fig. 5. The electric bus OLEV from Korea Advanced Institute of Technology
(KAIST) [17][18] of Fig. 5a achieved good results, boasting 60 kW of power transferred at DC-to-DC
efficiency of 0.7, with misaligment tolerance of 160 millimeters. It uses a segmented module structure
using a ferrite core to maximize the magnetic flux density. On the other hand, the prototype of Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) [41][51] used circular pad coils placed at a distance of 1 meter
from center to center, whose activation sequencing is controlled by vehicle passage using trackside
photocell interruption. The DC-to-DC efficiency is nearly 0.9 for 3 kW power delivery, and power
peaks caused by low coupling coefficient are smoothed by the installed LiC on the primary side. No-
table is the fact that a battery-less vehicle whose motor is supplied directly by capacitive WPT has
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(a) Case of KAIST. (b) Case of ORNL.
Fig. 5: Examples of dynamic WPT.
been reported [39].
DynamicWPT shares with static WPTmost of the research topics, from coil shape to primary side cir-
cuit and compensation topology [52][53], from human safety to reduction of leakage flux . However,
there are some critical aspects that are different. First, the coupling coefficient changes accordingly
to the misalignment between the coils. This poses some challenges from a control point of view.
Second, communication between primary and secondary sides cannot be included in the design of
the controller because either the delay may be too long for the control to be effective or the harsh en-
vironment may prevent the use of communication. Third, depending on the compensation topology,
vehicle detection [54][56] by either wireless signal or by control derived from parameter analysis is
necessary. Fourth, depending on the primary side composition, the WPT system will operate in a
situation of one-transmitter/multiple-receiver. Fifth, it is necessary to maximize the time for power-
ing while moving in order to lower the power requirements for the power converters and the electric
grid. Other than designing the dimension of the coils, it is important to select also a suitable distance
between the coils in terms of systems optimization.
Upon considering these characteristics, it is necessary to design a proper control for the system.
2.4 Discussion about compensation topologies
Asmentioned in chapter 1, inWPT systems by magnetic resonance coupling there are four different
types of compensation topologies, depending on the side and the type of connection of the resonant
capacitor. They are series-series (SS), series-parallel (SP), parallel-series (PS) and parallel-parallel
(PP) connection. They are shown in Fig. 6. If the primary is series compensated, a voltage source
converter could be connected directly to the coil. If the primary is parallel compensated, usually
an inductor is inserted to change the converter to a current source.When the primary side coil has a
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(a) Series-series (SS). (b) Parallel-series (PS).
(c) Series-parallel (SP). (d) Parallel-parallel (PP).
Fig. 6: Fundamental compensation topologies for WPT by magnetic resonant coupling.
constant current, a series compensation at the secondary side makes the output like a voltage source,
while a parallel compensation makes the output like a current source. The primary compensation ca-
pacitance design changes according to the type: it is a constant value for SS compensation regardless
of the coupling and load conditions. For SP compensation, the capacitance varies when the coupling
changes. For PS and PP compensation, the capacitance is affected by both the coupling and load con-
ditions. Another consideration can be done on the value of the equivalent load impdeance related to
maximum transmitting efficiency condition: in SS and PS compensation its value is low, on the order
of tens of ohm. On the other hand, in SP and PP compensation, its value is two orders for magnitude
greater, a couple of thousands ohm. By simple calculation based on practical values of voltage and
power for EVs currently on the market, it is possible to determine that the equivalent load impedance
varies from a few ohms to some tens of ohms. Based on the previous characteristics, it can be said
that, for EV application, the most suitable compensation method is SS. Therefore, this thesis focuses
on the case of SS compensation.
2.5 Control in WPT
In this section, the main approaches in control theory for WPT systems are presented. In past re-
search, it was reported that optimal coil design is fundamental to achieve high transmitting efficiency
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in WPT systems and much literature has been produced about it. However, this is not a sufficient
condition for ensure maximum transmitting efficiency. Furthermore, in case the load requires a de-
termined control (e.g. a battery works in constant current or constant voltage mode), a control of
the power flow is required. It so happens that combining efficiency and power is not a simple task.
Consequently, control of the converters also plays an important part is securing fully functional WPT.
Furthermore, it is important to distinguish the type of the load; in fact, each load has its own charac-
teristics. The difference becomes apparent in dynamic WPT scenario: in fact, while in steady state it
is applicable an approximation and substitute a CVL or a CPL with an equivalent resistance, this is
not possible during transients. Therefore, a control should not work properly only in steady state, but
also in transient conditions deriving from motion or the startup or turn-off.
2.5.1 Efficiency control theory
Since the objective ofWPT is to maximize the transmission efficiency with which the desired power
is delivered to the load, it requires approaches both from power electronics field and antenna field.
From the point of view of efficiency, the most natural method is reducing losses. Therefore, using
a small source impedance, adopting air core couplers and low AC resistance wiring (Litz wire) for
the coils contribute altogether to reduce the losses [22]. Apart from these hardware precautions, the
factor that effectively determines the efficiency condition is control. For starters, considering the sim-
plest circuit possibile without special converter topologies or additional components, introducing a
slight phase shift between the secondary coil AC current and voltage it is possible to force a slight
current lag and create an inductive load, augmenting the current loading on the primary side coil; in
so doing, the controllability will benefit as it soft switching control by zero-voltage switching (ZVS)
or zero-current-switching (ZCS) can be performed. It is in fact worth noting that in case of no phase
displacement between AC current and AC voltage (i.e. unity power factor), it is not necessarily guar-
anteed that the losses of power converters in primary and secondary side are minimum. It is true,
however, that if the power factor gets too low the characteristic equation of the system get consid-
erably more complicated and detailed modelling becomes difficult. Thus, from the point of view of
system modelling, the condition of resonance and unity power factor is desirable.
The most common approach consists in optmizing the equivalent load impedance (i.e. the secondary
side AC/DC converter input impedance). It can be performed from secondary side [42][44][57]–[60]
by impedance matching. By using a two stage converter setup (AC/DC converter followed by DC/DC
converter) and modifying the duty cycle, it is possible to modify the DC link voltage of the secondary
side and therefore set the load impedance to the critical value related to maximum efficiency condi-
tion. This approach works both for static and dynamic WPT; however, in case of dynamic WPT the
coupling coefficient variation generates a change of the circuit characteristics, possibly leading to un-
desired operation areas (e.g. frequency bifurcation phenomenon due to air gap change) and posing a
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challenge in terms of controller design. In this thesis, too, the impedance matching method is adopted
in the controller design of chapter 3.
It is worth noting that the maximum efficiency of a WPT system is achieved by using the opti-
mized equivalent load impedance approach. However, there may be cases where the optimized load
impedance operation point is different from the converter efficiency operation zone, therefore more
losses are generated in the converter and the maximum efficiency condition is lost. It is then of
the utmost importance to design the system in such a way that the rated converter’s operation point
coincides with the maximum transfer efficiency operation point.
2.5.2 Power control theory
Controlling the power flow is important, especially for CVL needing a constant current charge. The
control can be executed either on the primary side [41][51] or in the secondary side [58][62]–[64].
Dual side control has also been proposed [46]. Intuitively, the power sent to the load depends on the
voltage amplitude of the primary and secondary coil and the coupling coefficient.
The regulation of the primary side is carried out by modifying the primary side coil voltage by smartly
operating switching and augmenting the current circulating in coil; in case of intermediate PFC cir-
cuit, it is possible to perform a more efficient frequency and duty control. Phase shift control is not
used because in high frequency environment as WPT it would increase switching losses; operation in
ZVS or ZCS is performed whenever possible. In the case of regulation by secondary side, the con-
cept is similar: depending on the composition of the converter circuit, different methods have been
proposed. With only one converter, it is possible to implement an ON/OFF control regulating the
average current; on the other hand, if a DC/DC converter is also present, then a current control can be
performed.
As power flow regulation includes many different control methods, communication is used. Power
control for dynamic WPT needs to be sufficiently quick to adapt to coupling coefficient variation and
be able to avoid the steep changes in power generated by the relative movement of the coils. This
thesis will deal with secondary side power flow control in chapter 3, by proposing a ON/OFF type
control.
2.5.3 Short review on past literature
In Tab. 1, a comparison between past research results is shown. All types of load and all types of
control are reported. It is noted that while the first studies only considered the transfer efficiency and
resistance load, the more recent ones deal mostly with constant voltage (CV) loads, as the declared
application target is EV battery charging. A particular case is reported in [36], where the load is
constant power (CP) and the high efficiency is due to optimized design of the resonant network and
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Tab. 1: Comparison of power and efficiency controls for WPT in past literature
Type of control Controlled side Type of load Maximum efficiency Power [W] Frequency [kHz] Communication Scenario
No control (design only) [12] None CR (resistance) 0.95 (AC-AC) 3000 20 No Static
Power [23] Secondary CV (battery) 0.80 (DC-DC) 100000 20 No Dynamic
Power [36] Both CP (motor) 0.91 (DC-DC) 3300 85 Yes Static
Efficiency [42] Secondary CR, CV, supercapacitor up to 0.72 (DC-DC) 40 13560 No Static
Power and efficiency [44] Both CR, CV 0.90 (AC-AC) 3000 85 Yes Static
Power and efficiency [45] Both CV up to 0.95 (DC-DC) 500–3000 35 Yes Static
Power and efficiency [46] Both CV up to 0.94 (DC-DC) 5000 20 Yes Static
Power [51] Primary CV (battery and supercapacitor) up to 0.91 (DC-DC) 2000 25 No Dynamic
Efficiency [61] Secondary CV up to 0.71 (DC-DC) 10 140 (out of resonance) No Static
Power [63] Primary CR up to 0.71 (DC-DC) 5 97 No Static
the conversion circuits. In that case, the control is a little more complicated because the CP load is
unstable in open loop and need therefore closed loop stabilization must be satisfied. In the case of high
frequency as in [42], the power is still low because the switching losses would be enormous otherwise;
the DC-to-DC efficiency (also called end-to-end efficiency) is low only because the output power itself
is low. In fact, for higher power, the efficiency will be generally higher. In case of literature with EV
as target application, although now the standard resonant frequency from the Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE) is between 75 and 90 kilohertz, the frequency used was around 20 kilohertz. In case
of dual side coordinated control, the results are quite good and extremely competitive against wired
chargers; however, it is necessary to adopt communication. The use of communication may not be
applicable or available and it is thus advisable developing alternative such as estimation or sensorless
parameter detection, but research in this sense is still at its early stages. Control only on the secondary
side is widely used to maximize the transmitting efficiency, whilst power control on the primary is
equally a popular choice. However, literature rarely considers real time parameter variation such as
coil movement or load change: in order to cope with these issues, typical of dynamic WPT, control on
the secondary side is necessary as more realistic and practical. In particular, the control of both power
and efficiency on the secondary side is a solution that requires no communication and able to perform
well in a variety of situation, making it a valid contribution to WPT research and development.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, an overview of EVs and their feature has been given. In order to solve the issues
preventing their widespread use, WPT is deemed one of the most feasible solution. The combination
of EVs andWPT brings forth two different scenarios: static WPT and dynamic WPT. The main points
of these two scenarios have been discussed, presenting also some past research and application results.
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Fig. 7: Different types of control for WPT.
Thus, in a brief discussion about the compensation topologies, it is established that SS compensation
is the most suited for EV application. Finally, the control theories have been introduced. In WPT,
optimal hardware design alone is necessary but not sufficient to achieve competitive results: control
plays an important part, too. Efficiency control is based on matching the load impedance in order to
minimize to impedance seen from the source; on the other hand, several power control methods have
been investigated in the past, therefore it must be chosen according to the scenario conditions.
A summary including advantages and disadvantages of the possible type of control can be found in
Fig. 7. In this thesis, the control reported on the fifth and sixth row are discussed and novel schemes
are investigated. Hence, secondary-side-only power and efficiency control in case of CVL as well as
secondary side power control in case of CPL will be the main theme of this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Secondary-side-only power and efficiency
control for constant voltage load
In this chapter, a novel control is proposed based on the consideration explained in chapter 2: no
communication between sides is used and only secondary side is manipulated. The control is designed
for a WPT system with constant voltage load (CVL) and two power converters in the secondary
side. In order to have two degree of freedom of control, both converters contain active devices.
The regulated parameters are the average power and the transmitting efficiency. After defining the
conditions for correct operation, the controller design is described. Experiments show the feasibility
of the proposed control method both in static WPT and dynamic WPT.
3.1 Case of study
This study focuses on the secondary side of a WPT system with series-series (SS) compensation,
as shown in the equivalent circuits of Fig. 8. It is possible to write the AC circuit equation by using
the impedance matrix as follows:[
V1
0
]
= Z
[
I1
−I2
]
(3-1)
Z =
[
R1 +
1
jωC1
+ jω(L1 − Lm) jωLm
jωLm R2 +
1
jωC2
+ jω(L2 − Lm) +RL
]
(3-2)
where I1, and I2 are the RMS values of the primary current and the secondary current, respectively,
and RL is the load impedance. As for V1, it is the RMS value of the fundamental wave component of
the primary inverter square wave output voltage. Similarly, V2 is the RMS value of the fundamental
wave component of the secondary AC/DC converter input voltage. The primary side coil resistance
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is represented by R1, while R2 is the one of secondary side coil; on the other hand, the equivalent
load impedance is RL. The phase shift of pi2 between primary and secondary parameters in Eq. (3-2)
is expressed through j.
In the case of perfect resonance, it is possible to consider only the fundamental wave component, thus
simplfying the analysis of the circuit. The resonant frequency of the system is obtained from the coil
parameters, which are independent from the load and the distance between the coils. The resonant
frequency fres and therefore the relative angular frequency ω are expressed as:
ω = 2pifres =
1√
L1C1
=
1√
L2C2
(3-3)
with L1 and C1 as the primary coil inductance and capacitance, respectively; similarly, L2 and C2
are the secondary coil inductance and capacitance. The coils’ internal resistances only affect the
losses and the dynamic response of the system. The mutual inductance Lm between the primary and
secondary coil depends mainly on the coil geometry and the air gap. The mutual inductance is thus
related to the coupling coefficient k as follows:
k =
Lm√
L1L2
(3-4)
In this case, the impedance matrix in Eq. (3-2) becomes:
Z =
[
R1 jωLm
jωLm R2 +RL
]
(3-5)
and the equation in Eq. (3-1) can be rewritten as follows as a function of the AC currents:[
I1
−I2
]
= Z−1
[
V1
0
]
(3-6)
From the aforementioned circuit equations, the voltage ratio AV and the current ratio AI between the
primary side and the secondary side are described as follows:
AV =
V2
V1
= j
ωLmRL
R1(R2 +RL) + (ωLm)2
(3-7)
AI =
I2
I1
= j
ωLm
R2 +RL
(3-8)
The transmitting efficiency is consequently derived as following:
η =
(ωLm)
2RL
(R2 +RL)[R1(R2 +RL) + (ωLm)2]
(3-9)
The load power can be instead obtained easily from:
PL =
V 22
RL
=
‖AV ‖2
RL
V 21
=
(ωLm)
2RL
[R1(R2 +RL) + (ωLm)2]2
V 21 (3-10)
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Fig. 8: Equivalent circuit of WPT with magnetic resonant coupling and SS compensation.
The influence of RL has been the subject of past research [59]–[62]. In particular, the equivalent load
impedance associated with maximum transmission efficiency, the one related to maximum deliver-
able power and the one related to the desired power are different because their operation points are
different. WhenRL changes, the secondary side voltage V2 changes accordingly. In case of maximum
transmitting efficiency condition, the equivalent load impedance is calculated as:
RL,ηmax =
√
R2
R1
(ωLm)2 +R22 (3-11)
Its related secondary side voltage V2,ηmax is given by:
V2,ηmax =
√
R2
R1
ωLm√
R1R2 + (ωLm)2 +
√
R1R2
V1 (3-12)
The voltage in Eq. (3-12) is a RMS value. The load power PL is active power and related to the
fundamental wave components of AC parameters. Therefore, in this paper, the focus will be on the
fundamental wave components of V1 and V2. In addition, the secondary side current I2 is assumed to
be a sinusoidal wave, in phase with V2.
3.1.1 Topology
3.1.2 Fundamental characteristics of WPT
In Fig. 9 is shown the reference circuit. The coils’ inductances and the compensating capacitors
are designed according to Eq. (3-3). The primary side includes a DC voltage source and an inverter,
where in the secondary side there are a HAR, a DC/DC converter and the battery load. The battery is
considered not optimized to receive ripple current, therefore the capacitance CDC and inductor L are
chosen in such a way that the current IDC0 is smoothened enough before reaching the battery.
The HAR is an AC/DC converter whose topology resembles the bridgeless PFC circuit [37]. In the
high side there are two diodes, but in the low side there are two active devices. Its operation is divided
into two modes, as shown in Fig. 10:
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Fig. 9: Reference circuit of WPT system.
(a) Short mode. (b) Rectification mode.
Fig. 10: HAR operation modes.
• Short mode: both the low side devices S1 and S2 are turned ON. In so doing, the coil termi-
nal are short-circuited and no current flows to the secondary DC bus. The DC link voltage
VDC consequently decreases as the smoothing capacitor CDC supplies the load. This is possible
because the SS compensation topology makes the secondary side coil act like an equivalent cur-
rent source, thus allowing the secondary side coil short-circuit. There is meaning in short mode
because the impedance seen from the secondary side is very high, thus the primary side current
I1 becomes very low. In fact, the reflected impedance from the secondary side is expressed by:
ZR =
(ωLm)
2
R2 +RL
(3-13)
As it can be seen, during short mode RL becomes very little because the secondary coil’s termi-
nals are shorted and the only resistance is given by the series of the active devices’ and diodes’
on-resistances. Therefore, sinceRL is on the denominator side, ZR will become very big. Thus,
since the primary side coil input impedance (i.e. the resonant network input impedance) Zin is
given by:
Zin = R1 + ZR (3-14)
it is clear that Zin will become very big as well. Consequently, with bigger input impedance,
the primary side current I1 will become very low. It is shown in Fig. 10a.
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• Rectification mode: both the low side devices S1 and S2 are turned OFF. The HAR behaves like
a full bridge diode rectifier and consequently the load is supplied. The DC link voltage VDC
increases as CDC is charged. It is shown in Fig. 10b.
By switching between these two modes, the average power can be controlled. The HAR operation
limits secondary side heating but increases the electromagnetic interference (EMI)[37]. Finally, the
duty cycle expresses the ratio between short mode and switching period, as written in Eq. (3-15):
0 < DHAR =
tshort
tshort + trect
= tshortfHAR < 1 (3-15)
with fHAR as the HAR switching frequency.
3.2 Proposed control concept
In this paper, a novel control combination carried out entirely on the secondary side of a WPT
system is proposed. The HAR and the DC/DC converter operate independently from the primary side
inverter, whose duty cycle is fixed. The secondary side is not synchronized with the primary side and
do not benefit from any kind of communication device (e.g. Bluetooth). The simultaneous regulation
comprises the average power control by the HAR and the efficiency control through DC link voltage
regulation via DC/DC converter. The proposed control method can be adopted for any power level.
In the conventional maximum efficiency control from secondary side, the operation point is fixed. For
a given RL, there are a unique secondary power P2 and a unique DC-to-DC efficiency ηDC . Hence,
when the load impedance seen from the secondary coil is equal to RL,ηmax, the efficiency is ηmax
and the power is PL,ηmax. This will not change unless the mutual inductance Lm or the primary side
voltage V1 varies. In the proposed control, the operation point is the same; however, the switching
between short mode and rectification mode allows manipulating the average power PDC . Hence, it is
possible to send a different power value while maintaining nearly the same transmitting efficiency.
The control concept can be visually explained by Fig. 11. In rectification mode, the RMS value
of secondary side voltage is unchanged because the DC/DC converter controls VDC to be equal to
VDC,ηmax according to Eq. (3-16):
VDC,ηmax =
pi
2
√
2
V2,ηmax (3-16)
The RMS value of secondary current I2 during rectification mode can be calculated by rearranging
Eq. (3-7) and Eq. (3-8) and is given by [38]:
I2 =
ωLmV1 −R1V2
R1R2 + (ωLm)2
(3-17)
However, given the short mode, the HAR output current IDC0 can be rewritten by considering Fourier
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(a) Power and efficiency curves for the parameters in Tab. 2.
(b) Enlargement of power and efficiency curves with
operation ranges.
Fig. 11: Proposed control concept.
series and its value is equal to:
IDC0 =

2
√
2
pi
I2 (Rectification mode)
0 (Short mode)
(3-18)
Since IDC0’s value depends on the operation mode of the HAR, the average value of Eq. (3-18) over
the HAR switching period can be derived as follows:
I¯DC0 =
2
√
2
pi
I2(1−DHAR) (3-19)
The power P¯DC is the parameter under control and is calculated via multiplication of Eq. (3-19) by
Eq. (3-16). Therefore, P¯DC is the averaged value of PDC .
It should be noted that, during short mode, the smoothing capacitor CDC provides the power to
the load. Consequently, PL is not intermittent but a continuous value and the load is always supplied
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Fig. 12: Parameters waveforms.
with a high transmitting efficiency. The proposed control is highlighted by the transparent area in Fig.
11b. For the experimental evaluation of the DC-to-DC efficiency, the DC powers in both primary and
secondary side are taken into account. With reference to Fig. 9, P0 is the primary side DC power and
PDC is the secondary side one. However, since PDC is an averaged value which includes short mode
time, the DC-to-DC efficiency will be slightly lower. In fact, during rectification mode the DC-to-DC
efficiency is maximum, while during short mode it will drop. In this latter case, there are losses in the
secondary side coil and the primary side circuit due to the circulating current. However, the reflected
impedance to the primary side becomes very high, causing I1 to be very low. Hence, considering
the HAR switching period, the short mode losses Pshort consist mainly in conduction loss determined
by I2 and R2 and the on-resistance of active devices S1 and S2. On the contrary, the rectification
mode losses Prect include both conduction and switching losses in both sides. In other words, Prect
is much bigger than Pshort. Thus, the DC-to-DC efficiency reduction due to averaging is limited and
is proportional to R2 and the active devices’ on resistance. In fact, both P0 and PDC change along
DHAR, so that their ratio is unvaried and the only difference is the addition of short mode losses.
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As for the waveforms of the proposed control, they are shown in Fig. 12. The HAR input voltage
V2 becomes close to zero during short mode, while the HAR input current I2 is slightly higher. The
input power P2 then changes accordingly to the previous waveforms; its average value PDC depends
on short mode duration. As for efficiency, the instantaneous value ηinst is equal to the maximum value
ηmax in rectification mode, while in short mode it is equal to zero. When calculating the efficiency
over the switching period, the averaged value is constant even if the instantaneous value changes
according to the operation mode.
3.3 Controller design
In the previous chapter, the proposed control method has been explained. In order to proceed with
the controller design, the following two conditions are assumed:
1. The primary side source voltage V0, the resonant frequency fres, the system operation frequency
f and the mutual inductance Lm are given and fixed.
2. The HAR switching frequency is at least one order of magnitude lower than the DC/DC con-
verter switching frequency and their values are fixed.
The first assumption means that the primary side has a fixed operation point that sets the limits for
maximum load power and the maximum transmitting efficiency achievable. If the V0 changes, the
proposed control will still operate but with a lower performance.
The second assumption prevents operation conflicts due to the two different time constants. Switching
frequency modulation is not considered in this paper.
The block diagram of both HAR and DC/DC controllers are shown in Fig. 13. Each controller is
composed by a feedforward part and a feedback part. The feedback part of both the controllers is
designed with the pole placement method.
3.3.1 HAR controller
The HAR controller actually controls the current because the DC/DC converter regulates the sec-
ondary DC voltage VDC . Considering Eq. (3-18) and Eq. (3-19), the HAR plant can be derived easily
and it is given by:
PDC =
P2 (Rectification mode)0 (Short mode) (3-20)
Then, by the same averaging expression over the switching time used previously, Eq. (3-20) becomes:
PHAR = P¯DC = P2(1−DHAR) (3-21)
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(a) HAR. (b) DC/DC converter.
Fig. 13: Block diagram of controllers.
The linearized plant model of the HAR is simple, consequently a PI controller CPI(s) is deemed
sufficient.
In order to set the equilibrium point, it is necessary to know the value of the transmitted power at
maximum efficiency condition. First, by substituting Eq. (3-12) in Eq. (3-17), the secondary current
in maximum efficiency condition is obtained as following:
I2,ηmax =
ωLmV1 −R1V2,ηmax
R1R2 + (ωLm)2
(3-22)
Then, by simply multiplying Eq. (3-12) to Eq. (3-22), the transmitted power at maximum efficiency
condition PL,ηmax is calculated and it is given by:
PL,ηmax = V2,ηmaxI2,ηmax (3-23)
The feedforward part of the HAR dutyDH,f is then determined as the ratio between the desired power
P ∗L and Eq. (3-23):
DH,f =
P ∗L
PL,ηmax
(3-24)
Clearly, P ∗L must be smaller than PL,ηmax, otherwise the proposed control will not operate as expected.
If higher power is needed, the solution simply consists in increasing the primary side voltage V1 and
recalculating the parameters.
3.3.2 DC/DC converter controller
In this case of study, the DC/DC converter is a buck converter. Past research described thoroughly
how to model the converter by the state space averaging [60][54]. Thus, in this paper the modeling
process will be omitted. Since the DC/DC converter is a non-linear system, it is necessary to linearize
the converter plant and obtain Eq. (3-25) for control design. The linearized converter plant PDCc is a
transfer function from ∆d to the DC link voltage VDC , given by:
PDCc(s) =
∆VDC
∆d
=
b1s+ b0
s2 + a1s+ a0
(3-25)
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a1 =
R
L
+
8
pi2
R1(1−DHAR)
CDC [R1R2 + (ωLm)2]
a0 =
1
LCDC
[
DD,f +
8
pi2
RR1(1−DHAR)
R1R2 + (ωLm)2
]
b1 = − IL
CDC
, b0 = −RIL +DD,fVDC
LCDC
where R and L are the DC/DC converter resistance and inductance, respectively;DD,f is the feedfor-
ward part composing the high side device duty cycle and IL is the load current. The transfer function
is a second order system, therefore it is desirable to use a PID controller CPID(s). In the controller, a
low pass filter is cascaded with the derivative term to reduce the high frequency noise. The aim of the
control is matching VDC with the maximum efficiency voltage, whose expression is derived by Eq.
(3-16). The equilibrium value in Eq. (3-26) and Eq. (3-27) satisfy the state space model of DC/DC
converter and are given as follows:
V ∗DC =
ED∗D,f +RI
∗
DC
D∗D,f
2 = VDC,ηmax (3-26)
I∗L =
I∗DC
D∗D,f
(3-27)
where V ∗DC , I
∗
L, I
∗
DC andD
∗
D,f are the equilibrium point values of VDC , IL, IDC andDd,f , respectively.
From here, it is possible to compute the remaining equilibrium points. The DC/DC converter input
voltage reference I∗DC can be derived from Eq. (3-16), Eq. (3-18), and Eq. (3-25):
I∗DC =
8
pi2
ωLmV0 −R1V ∗DC
R1R2 + (ωLm)2
(1−DHAR) (3-28)
Finally, the feedforward part of the DC/DC converter dutyD∗D,f is computed from Eq. (3-26) and Eq.
(3-28) as follows:
D∗D,f =
E +
√
E2 − 4RV ∗DCI∗DC
2V ∗DC
(3-29)
These formulations are very easy to obtain and can be calculated offline in case of the static scenario.
However, in case of dynamic scenario, efficiency control must be performed in real time. This means
that the information of mutual inductance must be estimated and used in the controller. Consequently,
the DC/DC converter controller uses a PID feedback.
3.4 Static charging scenario experiment
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, experiments have been performed in
a static scenario. In this scenario the coil position is fixed, therefore the mutual inductance Lm is
constant.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 14. It includes a DC generator (TAKASAGO ZX-400LA),
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Fig. 14: Experimental setup.
the primary side inverter, the primary and secondary coils, the HAR, the DC/DC converter and the
load battery. Both the HAR and the DC/DC converter use silicon MOSFETs (IRFB3607) as active
devices. The control is carried out with a DSP board (Myway PE-PRO/F28335A). In each side there
are one voltage and one current sensor: in the primary side the inverter input voltage V0 and current
I0 (and consequently P0) are measured; the secondary side sensors measure the HAR output current
IDC0 and voltage VDC (and consequently PDC). The reason for using only DC sensors is to reduce
the installation cost. The receiving coil is mounted on a stage and it is possible to move it via a
linear actuator. The controller poles frequencies chosen in the experiment are 10Hz for the HAR and
170Hz for the DC/DC converter. The experiment parameters are reported in Tab. 2. The proposed
control is compared with the secondary side efficiency control in order to prove that the desired
power is delivered with near maximum efficiency. The comparison is carried out by experiments.
The experiments are performed on low power, but the concept can be applied to any power level.
The experimental results for the secondary side efficiency control and the proposed one are shown
in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, respectively. In the first case, the secondary side control only maximizes
ηDC . Thus, the power is not manipulated at all and ηDC is the maximum achievable efficiency for
the system. In the other case, a desired power of 3 W is considered; then, halfway in the experiment,
the power reference has a step change up to 6 W. This means that the HAR duty cycle DHAR has
a step change. This variation is introduced to prove the proposed control robustness. In both the
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Tab. 2: System parameters.
Parameter Value
Primary side DC voltage source V0 18 V
Primary side coil resistance R1 1.83 Ω
Secondary side coil resistance R2 1.683 Ω
Primary side coil inductance L1 417.8 µH
Secondary side coil inductance L2 208.3 µH
Primary side coil capacitance C1 6.03 nF
Secondary side coil capacitance C2 12.15 nF
Operation frequency f 100 kHz
Mutual inductance Lm (best alignment) 37.9 µH
Coil gap (best alignment) 100 mm
Smoothing capacitor CDC 1000 µF
DC/DC converter resistance R 0.2 Ω
DC/DC converter inductance L 1000 µH
Load battery voltage E 6 V
HAR switching frequency fHAR 0.5 kHz
DC/DC converter switching frequency fDC 10 kHz
conventional state-of-the-art efficiency control and the proposed one, the efficiency maximization is
achieved with the equivalent load impedance optimization method, as explained in Section II and
Section IV; this method is sound and it has been adopted in previous literature as [36]–[57] and [58]–
[54]. In the figures, the instantaneous values are indicated by thin lighter lines while averaged values
are represented by thicker dark lines.
In Fig. 15a and Fig. 16a, the DC link voltage VDC is controlled to match the reference value,
represented by the black dashed line. In particular, Fig. 16a shows that the voltage control of the
proposed method is resistant to power steps.
The DC power PDC is shown in Fig. 15b and Fig. 16b. In Fig. 15b the power is not controlled; on
the other hand, Fig. 16b shows that PDC is successfully controlled. In fact, the instantaneous power
fluctuates due to the switching between the operation modes. Here, the red line represents P0, the
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Fig. 15: Experimental results of secondary side efficiency control (only maximum efficiency).
blue line is PDC and the black dashed line is the secondary side power reference.
The load power PL is shown in Fig. 15c and Fig. 16c. With the secondary side efficiency control, it
is impossible to change the power; however, as shown in Fig. 16c, the proposed control successfully
regulates the power to the desired value.
Finally, the DC-to-DC efficiency ηDC is shown in Fig. 15d and Fig. 16d. The instantaneous value
is obtained from the ratio between PDC and P0. In Fig. 15d, its value is 0.74 and it is the maximum
achievable efficiency for the system; on the other hand, in Fig. 16d ηDC follows the same pattern of the
power in Fig. 16b. However, the averaged value is 0.7 and is unvaried regardless of the step change of
DHAR, apart from the short transient occurring at the moment of the step change. As surmised in the
previous section, the short mode losses depend onR2 and the active devices’ on resistance, accounting
for a average DC efficiency reduction of about 4%. Furthermore, in Fig. 17, the experimental data on
the variation of ηDC with the duty of the HAR DHAR is shown. It is clear that with DHAR equal to
zero the maximum efficiency can be achieved as short mode does not occur; similarly, when DHAR
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Fig. 16: Experimental results of proposed control (near-maximum efficiency and desired power).
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Fig. 17: DC-to-DC efficiency ηDC for different HAR duty cycle
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(a) Power supply and
electronic load pQUBE.
(b) Primary coil (lower) and secondary coil
(higher).
(c) Primary side circuit. (d) Secondary side circuit.
Fig. 18: Experimental setup for high power experiment.
is equal to one the efficiency is zero because no power sent from the source reaches the load. It is
seen that the ηDC is practically unchanged for values ofDHAR from 0.3 to 0.7, with short mode losses
reducing the efficiency of about 4%. For higher values, the short mode losses become of the same
magnitude of the desired power and therefore the efficiency is greatly decreased.
3.4.1 Higher power experiment
According to the Japanese law [65][66], the power level must be kept under 50 W in a system using
high frequency. For higher power levels, permission must be obtained from the government after
demostrating that the experimental equipment does not interfere with the surrounding environment at
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Fig. 19: AC voltages and currents in steady state with conventional efficiency control.
high power. Since the experimental setup has not been given the permission for higher power, another
experimental setup, which is approved, is used to prove the effectiveness of the proposed control at
higher power. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 18. Two units of the same DC power supply
(pQUBE MWBFP3-1250-J02, Myway), shown in Fig. 18a, have been used: one is used as primary
side power supply, another is used as electronic load simulating a 48V battery. A little overview of the
conversion circuit as well as the coils is shown in Fig. 18b. The coils are in best alignment condition,
at a gap of 10 millimeters. The primary side circuit is shown in Fig. 18c; the converter circuit in the
middle is part of the setup but it is bypassed since it is not included in the original reference circuit
of Fig. 9. Similarly, the secondary side is pictured in Fig. 18d; here, the upper converter in the green
board and the bank of supercapacitor in the right are bypassed, too, since are not part of this experi-
ment. The pole placement procedure in this higher power experiment is the very same as before, with
the HAR controller having a pole at a frequency of 10Hz and the DC/DC converter at 170Hz.
The system parameters of this setup are reported in Tab. 3. In this experiment, too, the conventional
secondary side impedance matching control for maximum efficiency is compared to the proposed
secondary-side-only simultaneous power and efficiency control. Just like in the previous subsection,
in the experiments, at the time t = 0 the power reference is changed; this applies only to the proposed
control, because the conventional efficiency control cannot perform power control. With respect to
the previous experiment, the power converted wirelessly in this case is more than 50 times higher,
thus providing a better simulation of the real EV application. The experimental results are in Fig. 19,
Fig. 20 and Fig. 21.
In Fig. 19, the AC parameters of voltages and current are reported in the case of conventional effi-
ciency control by impedance matching. The square waves are voltages, and the sinusoidal waveforms
are currents. In particular, the blue line is I1, the red line is V1, the green line is I2 and the magenta
line is V2. It is possible to see that the secondary side parameters are shifted by 90 degrees, thus
confirming the condition of perfect resonance.
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Tab. 3: System parameters for higher power experiment.
Parameter Value
Primary side DC voltage source V0 150 V
Primary side coil resistance R1 0.558 Ω
Secondary side coil resistance R2 0.362 Ω
Primary side coil inductance L1 269.9 µH
Secondary side coil inductance L2 224.5 µH
Primary side coil capacitance C1 12.99 nF
Secondary side coil capacitance C2 15.62 nF
Operation frequency f 85 kHz
Mutual inductance Lm (best alignment) 25.78 µH
Coil gap (best alignment) 100 mm
Smoothing capacitor CDC 2145 µF
DC/DC converter resistance R 0.041 Ω
DC/DC converter inductance L 60.8 µH
Electronic load voltage E 48 V
HAR switching frequency fHAR 0.5 kHz
DC/DC converter switching frequency fDC 10 kHz
In Fig. 20, the experimental results for the conventional efficiency control are shown. In this setup,
the DC voltage related to maximum efficiency is around 106V, and the DC/DC converter successfully
controls VDC to match the reference, as shown in Fig. 20a. The secondary power PDC is reported in
Fig. 20b; as expected, the value is continuous because no short mode is used. At maximum efficiency
condition, PDC is 420W. The load power, on the other hand, is shown in Fig. 20c: in this case its
value is continuous as well and is 411W. The time scale is different on purpose to show the minuscule
oscillations during the continuous conduction. Finally, in Fig. 20d, the DC-to-DC efficiency (from
source to load) ηDC for different values of VDC has been measured and plotted in a graphic. The
efficiency is derived by the ratio between PDC and P0. It can be seen that the maximum value of ηDC
is almost 0.9 and that is practically constant over a VDC range of 30V with a maximum variation of
0.03 points. Since the setup is designed for a nominal VDC of 350V, it means that, at lower power
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Fig. 20: Experimental results of secondary side efficiency control (only maximum efficiency).
levels, the efficiency does not change much as the variation of load impedance RL is always within
the peak area.
In Fig. 21, the experimental results for the proposed simultaneous efficiency and power control are
shown. In this case, at t = 0, there is the change of power reference from 250W to 350W; it is noted
that in the previous case the load power was 411W with no short mode (DHAR = 0). It is expected
that the HAR regulates its duty in order for the average secondary power to match the reference. The
DC current sensors are placed after the DC capacitor (DC/DC converter input current) and after the
converter inductor (load current); on the other hand, the DC voltage sensor is placed at the terminals
of the DC capacitor.
In this case, too, the DC voltage related to maximum efficiency is around 106V, and the DC/DC con-
verter successfully controls VDC to match the reference, as shown in Fig. 20a. Although the power
reference changes at t = 0, the voltage has a little transient but then it returns back to the reference in
about 50 milliseconds. The secondary power PDC is reported in Fig. 21b; as expected, the operation
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Fig. 21: Experimental results of proposed control (near-maximum efficiency and desired power).
of short mode is very visible as PDC is oscillating between zero and the full value. However, it can
be seen that the average value of PDC meets the reference in 40 milliseconds. When the power is
350W, the value does not reach zero because of the big capacitor smoothing the DC/DC converter
input current. The data of the instantaneous power is obtained with a sampling of 20 µs, and the HAR
switching period is 2 ms: it is therefore acceptable to calculate the average from the instantaneous
data since the sampling time is more than ten times shorter with respect to the HAR switching. The
load power, on the other hand, is shown in Fig. 21c: in this case, the inductor of the DC/DC converter
is only 60ηH , consequently it effect of short mode is clearly visible. In particular, it is noted the HAR
switching periods of 2 milliseconds by looking at the peaks. It is also noticed that, at t = 0, the shape
of load power PL (depending on the load current since the load voltage is constant at 48V) changes
and becomes more compact and continuous. This is logic since the duty cycle of the HAR DHAR
has been reduced due to the change of power reference. However, it is worth noting that in case of
lower DHAR, the lower bound of the spike will exceed zero. This means that during short mode, the
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battery will start giving back energy to keep VDC to the reference value; furthermore, the DC/DC
converter will work in discontinuous conduction mode, whose features are different from continuous
conduction mode. Therefore, when designing controllers for WPT systems adopting this ON/OFF
control, great care must be taken in selecting an appropriate DC smoothing capacitor and inductor in
order to meet the required operation mode. However, it is true that in this experiment the power is
continuous and not intermittent. Finally, in Fig. 21d, the averaged DC-to-DC efficiency ηDC (from
source to load) ηDC for different values of DHAR has been measured and plotted in a graphic. It can
be seen that the maximum value of ηDC is around 0.87 forDHAR up to 0.4; whenDHAR gets too high
(i.e. short mode operation most of the time), the efficiency drastically drops because the conduction
losses become very high due to the high value of the current I2. However, the pattern of Fig. 17 has
been reproduced, even though the high efficiency area is almost halved, passing from DHAR = 0.7
to DHAR = 0.43. This can be explained by the fact that at low power the current is so low that short
mode losses and switching losses become relevant only for high values of DHAR. Nevertheless, in
both cases, the efficiency reduction observed in the high efficiency area is slight; in the case of higher
power experiment the reduction is around 2%, which is a good trade-off for acquiring the capability
of regulating the power flow. It is then demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method even
in case of high power level.
3.5 Dynamic charging scenario experiment
Achieving highly efficient dynamic WPT will greatly widen the application range for this tech-
nology. Previous research has already been carried out with promising results [18][51], but in those
cases the authors concentrated on the optimum coil design or the use of additional elements to solve
the issues of dynamic charging. In particular, coil detection in the primary side is a major issue but,
since it can be performed with a sensorless, communication-less control, it is not discussed in this
dissertation, where the focus is the secondary-side-only control method. This does not mean that
the primary side is ignored, but simply that the proposed control does not manipulate it. Thus, the
proposed secondary-side-only control must be demonstrated in a dynamic scenario.
3.5.1 Mutual inductance estimation
The most notable problem of dynamic WPT is the variation of mutual inductance. As it appears in
nearly all expressions, it is a critical parameter for control purposes and knowing its value is necessary.
Direct measurement is impossible, therefore the only feasible solution is to estimate it in real time.
A real-time estimation of the coils coupling coefficient by means of a buck converter has already
been proposed [54]. According to it, the poles of WPT network are much faster than the poles of the
mutual inductance Lm change: consequently, estimating the mutual inductance based on the steady
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Fig. 22: RLS filter general architecture [55].
state equations of Eq. (3-2) is sufficiently precise. The mutual inductance Lm can then be expressed
as follows:
L̂m =
V1 +
√
V 21 − 4R1I2(V2 +R2I2)
2I2ω
(3-30)
The secondary side coil voltage V2 and current I2 are fundamental waves whose RMS values are
extracted respectively from secondary DC link voltage VDC and secondary DC link current IDC by
Fourier series expansion. The filter to be used in a condition such as dynamic WPT must be adaptive
in order to cope with the varying parameters. In this case the choice is a finite impulse response
recursive least square (RLS) filter, because the coefficients are continually updated on a step-by-step
basis during the filter operation as shown in Fig. 22. The concept is that a signal input x(n) generated
from the desired response d(n) is subject to the noise v(n). It can be expressed as:
x(n) =
q∑
k=0
bn(k)d(n− k) + v(n) (3-31)
with bn as process coefficient, and k = 0, 1, 2..., q with q = n − 1. The input then passes through a
filter whose output is d̂(n). At each timestep the filter coefficients’ vector wn is updated by means of
the error e(n), which is the difference between the desired response d(n), which is usually based on
x(n), and the filter output. It can be expressed as follows:
d̂(n) =
q∑
k=0
wn(k)x(n− k) = wnTxn (3-32)
with x(n) as the vector containing the q most recent samples. The complete mathematical derivation
of the RLS method can be found in many textbooks, therefore it will be omitted. The important point
is that the RLS filter converges fast most of the times and is therefore suitable for use in dynamic
WPT systems. However, the operation of HAR is an additional source of noise because of short
mode. In fact, during short mode, IDC is zero and thus the filter is not persistently excited. This leads
to estimation windup, where the covariance matrix used for filter coefficients updating will inflate and
greatly increase the sensitivity. In this condition, the estimation will be very inaccurate. Therefore, the
RLS filter with constant trace algorithm is proposed to mitigate estimation mistakes due to enhanced
sensitivity. The proposed filter has its output y[i] and input ψ[i] expressed as follows in discrete time
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notation:
y[i] = V1 +
√
V 21 − 4R1I2[i](V2[i] +R2I2[i]) (3-33)
ψ[i] = 2I2[i]ω (3-34)
with i as the sampling counter. From Eq. (3-33) and Eq. (3-34), the error ζ (including the noise), the
covariance matrix T , the forgetting factorλ and the mutual inductance estimation L̂m are respectively
computed in discrete time as:
ζ[i] = y[i]− ψ[i]L̂m[i− 1] (3-35)
T [i] =
1
λ[i]
(T [i− 1]− ψ[i]
2 − T [i− 1]2
1 + ψ[i]2 − T [i− 1]) (3-36)
λ[i] = 1− 1
trT [0]
‖ψ[i]T [i− 1]‖2
1 + ψ[i]2 − T [i− 1] (3-37)
L̂m[i] = L̂m[i− 1] + ψ[i]T [i− 1]
1 + ψ[i]2 − T [i− 1]ζ[i] (3-38)
where trT [0] as the trace of the covariance matrix. By setting it to a scalar fixed positive number γ, it
is possible to establish T [i] = T [0] = γ and easily rewrite Eq. (3-38) into Eq. (3-39) as follows:
L̂m[i] = L̂m[i− 1] + γψ[i]
1 + ψ[i]2
ζ[i] (3-39)
with γ as a parameter incorporating the forgetting factor and the trace of the covariance matrix. The
control thus becomes simple to write, self-bound due to fixed trace of the covariance matrix. The
computational complexity is the same as the RLS filter. The choice of γ is important for the correct
estimation. If γ is too big, estimation windup happens; on the other hand, if γ is too small, a strong
delay will occur and rapidly changing parameters will not be sensed properly. The effectiveness of
this method is shown in the experimental results in Fig. 23, where the mutual inductance estimation
for two cases is shown. The control operation in dynamic WPT experiment is performed from 0 to
0.13 seconds. In Fig. 23a, the estimation for the case of conventional efficiency control is reported.
The estimation is quite accurate as the excitation of the filter is continuous. On the other hand, this
is not the case for Fig. 23b, where the estimation for the proposed simultaneous power and efficiency
control: due to the HAR short mode operation, the filter is not permanently excited, therefore as the
time passes the estimation error accumulates. However, even though the error is notable, the accuracy
is sufficient to successfully regulate VDC and obtain near maximum efficiency. The estimated Lm is
then feed to Eq. (3-12), whose value is continuously updated in the controllers and consequently the
feedback loop can always have the desired poles.
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(a) Mutual inductance Lm estimation in case of
efficiency only control.
(b) Mutual inductance Lm estimation in case of
proposed control.
Fig. 23: Mutual inductance Lm estimation when the coil speed is 10 km/h.
3.5.2 Experimental results
In this section, too, the proposed control is compared with the secondary side efficiency control.
The secondary coil is moved thanks to the stage built-in linear actuator. The stage is also equipped
with an encoder to control the position and the speed of the secondary coil. In order to avoid big
losses, the primary side inverter is operated only when the coils are close enough. The secondary coil
speed is set to 10 km/h. The proposed control is performed for two different power references P ∗L:
one is 3 W, the other is 6 W. Again, the operation time goes from zero to 0.13 seconds; outside this
period, the control of both sides as well as the estimation are not operated. The experimental results
are shown in Fig. 24, Fig. 25 and Fig. 26.
The secondary side DC link voltages are shown in Fig. 24a, Fig. 25a and Fig. 26a. The variation
of mutual inductance does not have a relevant impact on the maximum efficiency voltage VDC,ηmax.
Apart from the initial rise time necessary for charging CDC and the final part showing minimal diver-
gence, the controller effectively works as VDC matches the reference in all cases.
The primary side power P0 and secondary side power PDC are shown in Fig. 24b, Fig. 25b and Fig.
26b; the red line represents P0, the blue line is PDC and the black dashed line is the secondary side
power reference. The power is not regulated in the case of secondary efficiency control, as shown in
Fig. 24b. On the contrary, with the proposed control PDC is controlled and matches the reference.
This is shown in Fig. 25b and Fig. 26b, where the blue line coincides with the black dashed line.
Clearly, the load power PL behaves accordingly to PDC , as seen in Fig. 24c, Fig. 25c and Fig.
26c. Without control, PL changes along with the mutual inductance; on the other hand, when the
power is controlled PL is unvaried, as shown in Fig. 25c and Fig. 26c. A problem is the final power
surge, witnessed in all three considered cases. The surge is arguably generated by the discharge of the
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Fig. 24: Secondary side efficiency control [54] when the coil speed is 10 km/h.
smoothing capacitor CDC into the big DC/DC converter inductance L. In fact, in the experiment there
is no coil sensing control on the primary side and the command of start and stop is given according
to the readings from the encoder. It is then noticed from Fig. 24b, Fig. 25b and Fig. 26b that the
secondary side converters stop working before the primary side inverter, thus having an uncontrolled
instant in which the discharging occurs. This shows two things: the importance of a correct sequence
for start and stop operation and the effect of many passive elements in the circuits. In this sense, it is
desired that, if possible, the secondary side circuit becomes as simple as possible and avoids passive
components that may eventually worsen any problem due to incorrect operation.
Finally, the DC-to-DC efficiency ηDC is presented in Fig. 24d, Fig. 25d and Fig. 26d. The graphic
in Fig. 24d represents the maximum achievable efficiency of the system. In the case of proposed
control, ηDC behaves accordingly to the power, as seen in Fig. 25d and Fig. 26d. Again, the instan-
taneous value presents oscillations due to the switching between the operation modes. As expected,
the DC-to-DC efficiency in the proposed control is slightly lower than the one in the secondary side
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Fig. 25: Proposed control, power reference 3W when the coil speed is 10 km/h.
efficiency control due to short mode losses. However, Fig. 25d and Fig. 26d show that the control can
still achieve high efficiency and simultaneously manipulate the power in a dynamic charging scenario
without using any communication between sides. The HAR duty DHAR negatively affects the effi-
ciency in transient low coupling condition; however, once the desired power requirement is met, the
average DC efficiency reaches the near-maximum value shown in Fig. 16d.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a control regulating simultaneously the efficiency and the power flow only by sec-
ondary side for WPT systems by magnetic resonant coupling is discussed. When communication
between sides is unavailable, the proposed control is adopted to preserve power flow and efficiency.
The proposed control is performed with two converters by using two different switching frequencies
for the HAR and the DC/DC converter. The power is controlled by a HAR with the two-mode control
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Fig. 26: Proposed control, power reference 6W when the coil speed is 10 km/h.
and a DC/DC converter regulates the efficiency via the DC link voltage by adopting the equivalent
load resistance optimization method. The HAR generates short mode losses but they have limited ef-
fect on the system. Combining the efficiency control with mutual inductance estimation, the proposed
control can be applied to a dynamic charging scenario as well. Due to non permanent excitation of
the filter, the estimation contains some error but its effect on the control is negligible. Experimental
results, both in a static and dynamic scenario, confirm the soundness of the proposed method and
show that the secondary-side-only control concept is applicable to two converters. On a side note, the
importance of correct start and stop operation for the converters is remarked, as well as the possibility
to simplify the circuit by eliminating passive components.
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Chapter 4
FPGA-based implementation of digital
current limiter and secondary DC current
controller
4.1 Necessity of a FPGA in controllers for WPT systems
In recent years, control boards technology has steadily improved. In the beginning, control tasks
were accomplished by use of gate arrays containing standard discrete logic gates. However, while
being a cheap solution, it allowed only for a very limited range of applications depending on its
physical specifications such as number of pins. They are a type of fixed logic devices, with the
circuits cannot be modified once set. On the other hand, programmable logic devices offer ever dif-
ferent amount of logic capacity, features, speed, and voltage characteristics because they are based on
rewritable memory technology that can be reprogrammed at any time. The product development thus
becomes faster and cheaper. These devices ranges from simple packages containing few logic gates
with simple combinatorial logic (e.g. AND, OR, NOT, etc.) or flip flops to complex packages with
thousands of logic gates that can be implemented in an array by combining the inputs (Sum of Prod-
ucts). The user will need to complete the design by computing the interconnections, but predictable
timing characteristics, and low power makes them useful in cost-sensitive portable applications (e.g.
mobile phones). Nowadays, field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are the most advanced type of
programmable logic device. They contain large amounts of both logic and memory blocks that are
hierarchically wired together with reconfigurable interconnects. One example is shown in Fig. 27.
Furthermore, in the most recent products on the market, a microprocessor is embedded within the
FPGA fabric thus creating a system-on-chip (SoC) which grants very high clock frequency, parallel
operation and higher overall reliability. While the timing management becomes more complex, the
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(a) Frontal view of FPGA.
(b) Lateral view of FPGA.
Fig. 27: Example of FPGA.
high degree of customization makes a FPGA a very good platform for solving computable problems
and broadens the range of possible applications. Among the possible applications, there is wireless
power transfer (WPT) via magnetic resonant coupling. A FPGA is necessary for advanced controls
(e.g. synchronous rectification (SR)) when there is a very high frequency environment such as a WPT
system. Implementing a phase locked loop (PLL) becomes necessary and it cannot be done on a
software level because it is not fast enough for the resonant frequency of the system. This means that
the implementation must be executed at hardware logic level by programming accordingly the FPGA.
In this sense, the creation of a new logic design is needed and becomes an extension of the converter
control design for a WPT system.
The design workflow with a FPGA, shown in Fig. 28, comprises the following steps: design entry,
design synthesis, design implementation, and device programming. Design verification, which in-
cludes both functional verification and timing verification, takes places at different points during the
design flow. In the first step, the project is created and the user loads IP blocks, connects them, adds
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Fig. 28: Design workflow of a FPGA.
buffers, adds eventual timing or pin assignment constraints, and assigns an address to the IPs gener-
ating register netlist. The netlist is a feature of programmable boards, because it changes according
to the user design method. Another feature of programmable boards is that the user can design cus-
tomized blocks and by using hardware description language (VHDL or Verilog). The design can then
be validated by behavioral (no netlist error) and gate level (no signal mismatches) simulation. The
second step is the design synthesis, where the process will check code syntax and analyze the design
hierarchy, ensuring that the design is optimized for the selected architecture. The third step is the
implementation, which is subdivided into four phases: translate (merges netlist and constraints into
one design file), map (fits the design into the available resources on the target device), route (places
and routes the design to the timing constraints) and file generation (creates a bitstream file that can be
downloaded to the device). The final step consists in downloading the bitstream file into the FPGA
and debugging the control code in the software development tool.
In some cases, the signal is not directly transmitted from the FPGA to the device; in between an
interface platform is needed. This is especially true with high power equipment in order to protect
the FPGA from eventual faults on the power side [67]. An example is reported in Fig. 29. In this
case, regulators and modulators are defined to belong to the control circuit side of the interface; on
the other hand driver circuits, galvanic isolation, dead time and cross conduction interlock circuits
are defined to belong to the gate driver side. As safety is important, a global active Enable signal
must be set to allow any switching, while inactive Enable signal blocks all switching. Actually, both
switches in a bridge leg can be independently controlled, but interlock logic (at the transistor driver
domain) protects against turning both bridgeleg switches on simultaneously. Given the high grade
of customization offered by a FPGA, there are countless variants of these interface drivers for con-
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Fig. 29: Driver interface for a FPGA.
Tab. 4: Comparison between FPGA and DSP.
Programmable DSP FPGA
Performance < 2MSPS < 100MSPS
Design flexibility only software software and hardware
Design complexity C language based HDL or Simulink based
Consumption power per device low (hundreds of mW) high (some W)
Consumption power per channel not scalable scalable
Cost per device cheap somewhat expensive
Cost per channel not scalable scalable
verters used in high power environments. Explicit mentions of FPGA in past research about WPT
is quite rare [68]. However, FPGA is vital for high level control in high frequency environment and
it is expected that it will be used more widely thanks to its many features in control signal manage-
ment. In Tab. 4, a comparison between FPGAs and conventional digital signal processors (DSPs) is
presented. It is clear that, in terms of performance in multichannel environments and adaptability, a
FPGA outperforms a DSP. The only negative points are the cost and the power consumption per de-
vice of the FPGA, but with the technological process and optimal routing design, these disadvantages
will be less marked. As for design complexity, the language used in FPGA design is generally more
difficult to learn, but once learned the design will not pose many problems. In short, using a FPGA is
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recommended when dealing with WPT systems.
4.2 Example of FPGA digital controller implementation
In this section, the process of logic block creation in order to implement a controller for converters
explained in the previous section is performed in a real environment, and tested experimentally in a
wireless power transfer system by magnetic resonant coupling. In this case, the used software devel-
opment tools as well as the FPGA and microprocessor are from Xilinx, but the very same procedure
can be repeated with tools from other brands.
4.2.1 Overview and problem setting
Wireless power transfer is a useful techology with many applications. One of the most suitable and
therefore researched upon is the contribute to battery charging method of EVs by eliminating wires
and enhancing mobility as well as safety both for the user and the vehicle itself. Apart from static
charging, dynamic charging is also possibile, with many possibilities concerning charging locations
and patterns; however, dynamic charging presents also problems. In fact, the system design must take
into account the available charging time, the electric specifications, transient response and activation
of wireless charging via protocol signals. In this study, the last case is considered.
Both in static and dynamic charging, it is necessary to study a protocol or some other methods that al-
low the safe activation of wireless power transfer from the facility to the vehicle. In the case of plug-in
EVs, when the pistol of the charging station is inserted into the vehicle outlet, communication occurs
between the charging station and the vehicle electronic control unit (ECU). This communication con-
sists in a square wave signal of a determined frequency (for example, 1 kHz in case of SAE J1772
protocol, shown in Fig. 30) from the charging station: the signal tests the protection earth circuit to be
closed and functional. The vehicle instead transmits its state through the setting of a resistor circuit:
by changing the resistance value, the vehicle notifies whether it is ready or not for the charge. This
means that the vehicle must first acknowledge the intercompatibility with the charging station and
then communicate whether a charge is needed or not. Furthermore, the charging station uses pulse
width modulation (PWM) to notify the EV control unit what is the maximum current available for the
charge: for different duty cycles, the maximum available current will be correspondently different. In
the charging station as well as in the EV there is further electronics for measurement and protection:
often it is composed by simple and robust analog circuits, given the available space. The system is
thus reliable and the charging process can be carried out without much problems.
In case of wireless power transfer EV charging, cables are not used and consequently a pilot signal
cable is not available. This means that other methods must be implemented to safely begin WPT
charging. Vehicle detection systems may adopt sensors placed inside the roadway (pneumatic tubes,
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Fig. 30: Pilot circuit of J1772 protocol in case of plug-in charging station [69].
magnetic or piezoelectric sensors) or outside the roadway (infrared sensors, radars or image pro-
cessors) [70]. Vehicle detection can also be sensorless by measuring the primary side current and
controlling its value [71]. This means that in wireless power transfer system the primary side can be
used not only for controlling the power flow but also for detecting the movement of the EV. In fact,
in the case of WPT by magnetic resonance couplig using SS compensation, the RMS value of the
primary side coil current I1 in perfect resonance condition is expressed by:
I1 =
R2 +RL
R1(R2 +RL) + (ωLm)2
V1 (4-1)
with RL being the load input impedance and V1 being the RMS value of primary side coil voltage. It
is obvious that RL, which is a pure resistance, determines the current. The problem lies in the fact
that if the vehicle detection system fails and the primary side starts sending power to a non existent
load (i.e. open circuit condition where RL is infinite), the current I1 will become very high, damaging
the circuit. In fact, with reference to Eq. (3-13) and Eq. (3-14), the imput impedance Zin will become
equal to the primary coil resistance R1 which is a few hundreds of milliohms. Therefore, I1 will
become very big. In this case, to avoid a very high current it is necessary to insert some kind of
protection. This can very well be an analog protection circuit, but, assuming an already cramped
primary side, it is possible to take advantage of the superior performance of the FPGA and implement
a digital current limiter. Given the extreme level of customization offered by FPGAs, only the basic
tools and logic blocks are preinstalled, and it is often necessary to create a logic block suitable for
the situation. Hence, a block able to store the measured value of I1 and calculate in real time its peak
value must be built from scratch in order to implement a current limiter. The digital current limiter
becomes then a simple PI controller, using as a reference the current peak value written in the register
of the newly created logic block. The high clock frequency and sampling ratio,and the appropriate
tuning of the A/D converter filters of the FPGA allows correct reading of high frequency parameters.
It is then possible to implement a full digital current limiter preventing big current flowing in the
primary side in case of operation when the mutual inductance Lm is too low (i.e. non existent load
condition).
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Fig. 31: Overview of new logic block for calculating and storing the peak value of I1 .
4.2.2 Logic block properties
In the previous section, the process of block creation has been explained. In this case, the objective
is to create a logic block receiving the measurement of I1 from the current sensor, comparing it with
the previous sample and updating the register with the higher value between the two. The value
written in the logic block register is then accessed by the main user code in C language, which reads
the value and implements it as a reference in the PI controller. This is dictated by the user logic file,
which is the core of the block. In this case of study, the calculation happens at every sample. For
correct operation, the block is synchronized with the global clock and cycle reset of the FPGA and
shares the same interrupts of the customized PWM signal generator block connected in the netlist.
The logic block is shown in Fig. 31 and Fig. 32.
It is possible to notice that the block has no output, meaning that it is not possible to check the
output through one of the board pins. This is an arbitrary decision, and can be easily changed at any
time; however, doing so will require to rewrite the core coding of the block in hardware description
language and undergo again the process of netlist creation typical of FPGAs. In particular, from Fig.
32 the general characteristic of the block can be seen. The block has five addresses, from 0 to 4,
meaning that can handle five different variables at once. The maximum width of each address is 32
bit as a general rule chosen for the netlist, so this applies for the block as well; however, since the
signal representing I1 comes from the D/A converter and is a 16 bit array, the block is made to accept
16 bits input signals from the port called ”signal in”. The other input signals are composed only by
one bit. This last part is the architecture of the block, which is to be paired with the user logic to
effectively implement succesfully the logic block.
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Fig. 32: Features of new logic block for calculating and storing the peak value of I1.
4.3 Proposed control concept
4.3.1 Symmetric phase shift
Since the primary side is considered fixed, the control must be performed on the secondary side
rectifier. In other words, the rectifier has to be equipped with MOSFETs, which are controllable and
are more suited to high frequency operation rather than IGBTs. The load is a CPL, which requires
voltage stabilization because the its open loop plant is unstable. In particular, having only one rectifier
on the secondary side, the control must perform at the same time synchronization to the primary side
and load voltage stabilization without recurring to discontinuous operation or primary side regulation.
Hence, in this paper the chosen control method is symmetric phase shift as in Fig. 34b.
In order to perform SR, it is necessary to adopt an analog polarity circuit or implement a digital PLL.
Given the high frequency environment, an analog circuit is preferrable; however, it is an additional
circuitry that occupies space. Therefore, coping with the constraint condition, the only solution is
to use a digital phase locked loop (PLL). In this sense, a high performance control board with fast
sampling time and calculation time is necessary: in other words, a field programmable gate array
(FPGA) is mandatory. The digital PLL control block is shown in Fig. 33a. It comprises of three main
elements: a phase detector, a low-pass filter and a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). The phase
detector compares the phase for every sampling period and generates an error signal proportional to
the phase difference between input and output. It is generally done by multiplying the two signals,
then the output will have twice the input frequency and be proportional to the cosine of the phase
difference. The cut-off frequency of the LPF error filter is selected so that all the harmonic compo-
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nents at integer multiples of the excitation frequency are properly attenuated, leaving out only the
low frequency components associated to the phase shift. The VCO is a linear time-invariant system
whose oscillation frequency is determined by the input voltage. The loop gain must be high to reduce
phase errors. In WPT systems, the variable fed to PLL is generally AC current; in this case of study,
too, the input of the loop is i2, measured with a high bandwith current sensor. The implementation
concept is simple, as shown in Fig. 33b. At every clock enable, decided by the sampling frequency of
the board and set by the user, the phase error between the i2 and the PWM carrier used in firing the
devices of the secondary side AC/DC converter is calculated. The error is then fed to a PI feedback
controller, whose task is to correct the incremental frequency of the PWM carrier. The reference
signal and the feedback signal are periodic and the average value over the common period of their
product only depends on the phase shift between the reference and the fundamental harmonic of the
feedback. That means that even if the feedback signal contains harmonics and/or the measurement
has an offset, performance of the phase-tracking algorithm will not be affected. Also, the PLL will
be in equilibrium when the fundamental component of the feedback signal is 90 degrees shifted with
respect to the reference signal. Of course, if the error is zero, then the variable and the PWM carrier
are in phase and the phase is locked. When this situation happens, it is possible to activate the control
for SR without fear of waves with different phase between primary side and secondary side.
With normal SR of Fig. 34a, the output voltage vout of the converter using SR is a square wave and
the converter duty cycle is fixed at 0.5 because of the positive and negative halfwave. However, by
modifying the parameter tα, v2 becomes the three-level waveform represented in Fig. 35 and symmet-
ric phase shift operation is achieved. For square wave operation, tα is equal to zero. The duty cycle
in case of symmetric phase shift is still equal to 0.5, but the converter conversion ratio is different. It
can be expressed by:
dcr =
tα
T
(4-2)
where φ is the phase angle between v2 and i2. In so doing, the amplitude of the fundamental waveform
component of the output voltage vout, which depends on Vin, changes accordingly to tα as expressed
in the following formula:
vout =
2
√
2
pi
Vin cos(2pidcr) (4-3)
with T as the period of the waveform. This relationship can be applied both to the primary side
inverter and the secondary side active rectifier. In the first case it will be:
v1 =
2
√
2
pi
V0 cos(2pidcr) (4-4)
with V0 as the DC power supply voltage. On the other hand, in the second case, the equation will be
as follows:
v2 =
2
√
2
pi
VDC cos(2pidcr) (4-5)
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(a) Digital PLL block diagram.
(b) Digital PLL operation.
Fig. 33: Digital PLL.
with VDC as the secondary DC link voltage. By changing the RMS value of vout, the RMS value of
the converted DC current Iconv varies as well. In fact, during phase shifting, the RMS value of output
current Iconv,PS will be only a fraction of its square wave correspondent Iconv,SW . Their relationship
is given by:
Iconv,PS = Iconv,SW cos(2pidcr) (4-6)
It is then possible to identify the conversion ratio α, given by:
α = cos(2pidcr) (4-7)
As a case of application, the case of study of the secondary side active rectifier and its output current
is considered. In normal square wave operation I2 is given by (neglecting the internal diodes’ forward
voltage drop):
I2 ≃ ωLmV1 −R1V2
R1R2 + (ωLm)2
(4-8)
However, with symmetric phase shift, Eq. (4-8) becomes:
I2(α) =
ωLmv1 −R1V2α2
R1R2 + (ωLm)2
(4-9)
and consequently the DC link current IDC can be approximated as following:
IDC(α) =
2
√
2
pi
I2(α)α2 (4-10)
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(a) Synchronous rectification (SR). (b) Symmetric phase shift.
Fig. 34: Duty pattern of SR and symmetric phase shift.
Fig. 35: Three-level voltage waveform of v2.
with α2 as the secondary side conversion ratio. A similar reasoning can be used to determine the input
current of the primary side inverter I0(α) as a function of the primary side AC current I1(α) and the
primary side conversion ratio α1 during phase shift operation. The formula is given by:
I0(α) =
pi
2
√
2
I1(α)α1 (4-11)
4.3.2 Experimental setup
After succesfully creating the block and completing synthesis, implementation and bitstream file
generation, the project can be exported in the software development tool in order to implement the
desired program by use of C language. In the case of study, the block operation is tested in a WPT
system. As previously stated, the application under investigation is dynamic WPT for EVs: therefore,
the control must be performed on both the primary and the secondary side. In particular, the primary
side inverter must be equipped with the current limiter controller; on the other hand, the secondary
side AC/DC converter must perform power control by manipulating the output current. The reference
circuit of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 36. It is worth noting that, in a real application for
dynamic WPT, it is not possible to control both the primary side and the secondary side with a single
board. This is why each side is controlled by its own board. No communication is adopted between
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Fig. 36: Reference circuit.
the two sides, in order to show the viability of this simple yet effective control.
The system is shown in Fig. 37. In Fig. 37a, the DC source on the left is used as a constant current
source in order to easily test the logic block operation. On the other hand, on the right an electronic
load is used to simulate a constant voltage load, that is a battery. In Fig. 37b is shown the primary
side coil, which is made with 8 turns of Litz wire; it is 450 millimiters long and 130 millimiters wide.
Similarly, in Fig. 37c is shown the secondary side coil; it is made of 8 turns of Litz wire, too, and it is
130 millimiters long and 130 millimiters wide. In both cases it is noted that the coils’ self-inductance
is not big, but this has no effect in the coupling coefficient k. The circuit parameters are shown in Tab.
5. These parameters refer to the rated parameters for the system, which is meant to be a mini-model
of dynamic WPT charger for EVs.
4.3.3 Experimental results
The experiments of this case of study are divided into two parts. Firstly, determine the operation
of the current limiter controller of the primary side; then, determine the operation of the current
control on the secondary side. Given the circuit of Fig. 36, only two converters are present: this
means that the converter control will be using symmetric phase shift, the same concept described in
chapter 4. Consequently, the secondary side AC/DC converter must be composed by active devices
only. In that case, it is necessary the synchronization to the phase of the primary side, since that
can not be performed passively as it is the case of a diode bridge. Hence, in this case, too, PLL is
adopted to track the resonance frequency. PLL is implemented digitally, by using the FPGA, under
the assumption that in an EV the space is limited and it is better to save space by not using analog
circuits whenever possible. The controllers are simple PI feedback controllers and the gains have
been chosen with Ziegler-Nichols method.
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(a) Full view.
(b) Primary side coil. (c) Secondary side coil.
Fig. 37: Experimental setup of WPT system.
The experimental results of the primary side current limiter are shown in Fig. 38. The AC parameters
of the circuit are shown in both Fig. 38a and Fig. 38b. The time scale is 10 microseconds per division.
In both figures, the square wave lines represent the AC voltages, while the sinusoidal waves are
the AC currents. In particular, the magenta line is the primary AC voltage v1 and the cyan line is
the secondary AC voltage v2. The blue line, which is the gate signal of the secondary side AC/DC
converter low arm: it is included in the plot in order to show that the PLL is operating correctly. In
fact, the blue waveform is synchronized with the cyan line; the reason behind the opposite direction
is the fact that the gate signal is measured on the lower side arm instead of the upper side arm. The
minimal delay between the two waveforms is due to the dead times, which can be changed within the
FPGA. Finally, the green line is the primary side current i1. The current is sinusoidal because there
is perfect resonance between primary and secondary side. The scale of the AC voltages is 5 volts per
division, while the scale of the gate signal is 10 volts per division; the scale of the AC current is 1
ampere per division.
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Tab. 5: System parameters for FPGA based current controller.
Parameter Value
Primary side DC source voltage V0 up to 10 V
Primary side coil resistance R1 0.49 Ω
Secondary side coil resistance R2 0.283 Ω
Primary side coil inductance L1 28.845 µH
Secondary side coil inductance L2 14.97 µH
Primary side coil capacitance C1 156 nF
Secondary side coil capacitance C2 301 nF
Operation frequency f 75.5 kHz
Mutual inductance Lm (best alignment) 13.6 µH
Smoothing capacitor CDC 20 µF
Load voltage E up to 6.5 V
In Fig. 38, the operation of the logic block designed in the previous section is checked. In practice,
the operation in two conditions is shown. In the first one, the current is within the limit. In this case,
the limit is set at 3A and the maximum value of I1(α) is around 2.4A, as pictured in Fig. 38a. In this
condition α1 is equal to one. Consequently, no phase shift is seen in v1 snd full square wave operation
is performed. In the second condition, the current is exceeding the limits. In fact, in Fig. 38b, the
limit for the current has been lowered to 1.8A: therefore, the current controller implements phase shift
to lower the value of I0(α) and α1 is lowered. The logic block designed and included in the netlist
project of the FPGA is working properly.
In Fig. 39, the operation of the secondary side current controller is checked. In this case, the square
waves represent the same variables as before, and all the settings are as before, but the green line is the
secondary side current i2. It is possible to see that the magenta line has three levels, meaning that the
current IDC(α) is being controlled to meet the required value. It is worth noting that, differently than
the previous case of Fig. 38b, the secondary current i2 changes very slightly its peak value accordding
to the variation of α2. This is very clear by comparing Fig. 39a with Fig. 39b. Furthermore, the
movement of the current i2 and the voltage v2 are only caused by the movement of the full square
wave operation window. No offset whatsoever is introduced: this can be confirmed by looking at the
blue line, indicating the gate signal during synchronous rectification with the primary side. The blue
line is fixed and will not change unless the operating frequency of the primary side is not changed.
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Actually, since symmetric phase shift is a derivation of synchronous rectification, in condition of
perfect resonance the power factor is unity. With phase shift the power factor is lowered because the
active power to the load is reduced, but the reactive power is unchanged. In fact, phase shifting only
adds resistive losses under the form of conduction losses and switching losses.
Finally, the dynamic behaviour of controlled parameters is shown in Fig. 40 and Fig. 41. In these two
figures, the time scale is 2 milliseconds per division.
In Fig. 40, the dynamic behaviour of the primary side current limiter in case of open circuit is reported.
In the figure, the blue line is the primary side current i1 and the cyan line is the primary side voltage v1.
The current is shown at 2.5A per division while the voltage has resolution of 5V per division. In this
condition, the secondary coil is not coupled with the primary side, therefore the reflected impedance
is very low and a very high current flows in the primary side. As an arbitrary value, the limit for the
peak value of i1 is chosen to be 2A. Then, the experiment shows the passage from state of inactivity
to state of trasmission of the primary side. During the state of inactivity, the current and the voltage
of the primary side have very low values. When the transmission starts, the current rises until the
limit is exceeded. Afterwards, the limiter is activated and brings back the current to its maximum
allowed value. Given the large time scale, it is impossible to see the development of the three level
voltage waveform but it can be seen that the voltage is still very low. It is then demonstrated that such
a current limiter prevents damaging high currents to flow in the primary side during faults.
In Fig. 41, the dynamic behaviour at the change of secondary current IDC(α) reference is pictured. In
this case, the green line is the DC current IDC(α) and the magenta line is the secondary side voltage
v2. The current is shown at 1A per division while the voltage has resolution of 5V per division.
In this case, the reference is changed from 2A to 2.8A. The figure aims to represent the extremely
quick transient of IDC(α): a reference change of about the 30% is completed is completed in one
millisecond. The voltage has a noticeable transient as well due to the stepwise change. In this sense,
the transient is not very smooth even if it finishes quickly; this is a point that must be taken into
consideration, especially at greater power.
Finally, the DC-to-DC efficiency ηDC is calculated from the ratio between primary power P0 and
load power PL. At the maximum power mode, a power of 21W has been received by the load while
the DC source had a power of 27W; in other words, the efficiency ηDC is equal to 0.77. This is
lower than expected because using symmetric phase shift for great variations of conversion voltage
generates too many switching losses. However, the advantage is that the operation is continuous
and the transients are more manageable with respect to discontinuous conduction control such as the
ON/OFF control presented in the previous chapter. In fact, symmetric phase shift is more suited for
application with low voltage regulation and low power factor. Therefore, depending on the application
and the requirements, the symmetric phase shift may be preferred over two mode control as a method
to control the current.
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4.4 Conclusion
This chapter proposes the FPGA as a standard hardware tool for the converter control of WPT
systems. After clearly describing the advantages of FPGAs over conventional DSPs, a description
of the design flow of the logic project to be uploaded in the hardware has been provided. A case of
generation of a logic block needed for comparing the value of the primary side current and storing
the highest one into a register has been presented. After describing the features of the block, a real-
istic case of study involving the block about dynamic WPT is introduced. A circuit using only one
converter per side and controlled by one FPGA per side is investigated. In this case, only symmet-
ric phase shift allows for control because it can be performed alongside synchronous rectification.
Both the primary side current limiter and the secondary side current controller are simple PI feedback
controllers. Experimental results confirm the validity of the controllers: the current limiter can limit
the primary side current when the load is not coupled and the secondary current matches perfectly
the reference. The transients are very fast, the conduction is continuous but the DC-to-DC efficiency
ηDC is not very good because the voltage regulation is not small and the power factor is very high,
resulting in higher switching losses.
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(a) Full wave operation (current limiter is not working, i.e. I1(α) within
the limit).
(b) Phase shifting operation (current limiter is working, i.e. I1(α) over
the limit).
Fig. 38: Experiment on primary side current limiter operation.
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(a) Phase shifting operation (α2 = 0.6).
(b) Phase shifting operation (α2 = 0.25).
Fig. 39: Experiment on secondary side current controller operation.
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Fig. 40: Dynamic behaviour of primary side current limiter in case of open circuit (no secondary
coil).
Fig. 41: Dynamic behaviour at the change of secondary current IDC(α) reference.
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Chapter 5
Secondary-side-only voltage stabilization
control for constant power load
Chapter 5 cannot be disclosed because part of it is scheduled to be presented in
a conference (IPEC 2018). Moreover, the chapter in its entirety is scheduled to be
published in a journal (IEEJ Journal of Industrial Applications).
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Chapter 6
Vision of future WPT society
In this chapter, a brief prediction about the future society in case of widespread use
of wireless power transfer (WPT) is introduced. Based on literature up to now, some
scenarios will be briefly discussed in relation to the fields who will benefit the most
from WPT. The contribute of secondary-side-only control and the use of FPGA will
be stated for each application field.
6.1 Paradigm shift
By looking at history, it is possible to characterize an era by the most important
industrial and intellectual achievements. There is certainly a direct connection be-
tween the ideas that spring out and the industrial application based on these ideas.
This is a natural feature of human evolution because, after materializing the concept,
humans exploit the newly obtained technological tool to improve their quality of life.
Consequently, by this way of reasoning, when mankind is in need of something, it
starts studying the problem, eviscerating the central concept, and proposes solutions
based on the core concept it sought. Here are some examples:
1. In prehistory, humans had little to nothing and their main concern was to sur-
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vive. When they noticed that a fire can keep at bay eventual predators, can be
used to cook the food and to warm up cold places, they immediately adopted it
and began to develop agriculture and new tools. It was the basis of civilization.
2. In the nineteenth century, the industrial revolution was in full course. With
many factories being built, many products were produced and had to be trans-
ported to the consumers. In the wake of historical materialism, industries wanted
to produce more and spend less: in short, they wanted to be more efficient.
Therefore they began study new forms of energy that can be cheaper or more
performant to produce their goods with.
3. In the current century, for better control and delivery of services to the users,
data can not be anymore transmitted by conventional means but must be col-
lected and gathered in an enormous network, in which each single device send-
ing and receiving data is unique but is also able to interconnect with other de-
vices. This structure is commonly called Internet of Things (IoT). Similarly,
since nowadays mankind is inhabitating most parts of the world, communica-
tion must be performed from every part of the world: this means that data must
be transmitted without relying on wires anymore otherwise the cost would be
too high. All these technologies are changing mankind’s perception of the world
and are creating a new sociey.
In the last example, it is stated that the need of data transmission and sharing, possi-
bly in real time, is changing our society. All the research and technology currently
in progress is developing now concepts and needs of society that will be satisfied in
the next century.
In the particular case of WPT, the very fact that there is much research about it means
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that mankind needs it and is ready to accept it. After all, energy (or power) is the
last remaining resource to rely almost exclusively on cables. In fact, nowadays com-
munications are commonly performed without the need of an electrical conductor.
Without cables, the environment will be less cramped and more pleasant, personal
as well as public facilities will enjoy greater flexibility and safety thanks to intercon-
nection and interoperability of all the services provided to the user. Making wireless
also the power will definitely usher society in a new era.
6.2 Impact of WPT on society
If researchers will continue to developWPT, especially in coordination with techolo-
gies increasing the efficiency of renewable energy gathering, the impact on the future
society will be remarkable.
In this sense, the concept of secondary-side-only control associated with the use of
FPGAs greatly increases the flexibility and allows the development of new products
while not changing the core of the power production and distribution. Implementing
a change in the already existing power plants and distribution network is too expen-
sive and requires the coordinated work of many different institutions, both from gov-
ernment and private industries. On the other hand, adopting the secondary-side-only
control means adapting to pre-existing conditions, which can be performed imme-
diately. Hence, secondary-side-only control is a very good candidate for gradually
introducing wireless power transfer to the everyday life of people and letting them
accept definitely the WPT technology.
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Fig. 42: Example of ITS data exchange [47].
6.2.1 WPT for transportations
In this thesis, the advantages of the combination between EVs and WPT have been
made clear. EVs will charge while running, and static charging will be performed
in the same manner as current plug/in charging station. The real innovation will be
the inclusion of the vehicles in the IoT, thus becoming the intelligent transportation
system (ITS). Now, this is a very big area of research and is widely studied in the
world not only from car makers [47][49], but also from institutions and research cen-
ters affliated with the government of several coutries [72]–[75] as the next generation
approach to solve traffic problems, prevent accidents and injuries. Interconnection
between the vehicles, will optimize velocity and charging and parking patterns; the
concept is in Fig. 42. Each vehicle will send data along with power, and wireless
energy harvesting can feed sensors further saving space inside the vehicles. An im-
age is provided in Fig. 48b. This is particularly important as self-driven vehicles
relying on wireless exchange of data are already making their debut on the market.
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(a) Automated parking [76]. (b) Dynamic WPT in highways [77].
Fig. 43: Image of future transport with WPT.
(a) General system of wireless powered train. (b) Image of a wireless powered train.
Fig. 44: Example of wireless power transfer applied on trains [79].
This exchange of data may also be used from car makers to improve both the ITS
and eventually also the vehicle themselves. However, strong cybersecurity must be
implemented, otherwise it is possible to create enormous damage in terms of money
and fatalities in case of successful cyber-attack.
EVs may even run on solar powered roadways to help the grid sustain the burden rep-
resented by the intermittent peaks of dynamic WPT [78]. As a result vehicles will be
lighter, further increasing the source-to-wheel efficiency and eventually allowing the
installation of ulterior energy storage systems such as supercapacitors. The super-
capacitor can absorb the power peaks during dynamic DWPT [51], thus providing
further benefits to the EV. The battery inside the vehicle is necessary in any case but
it will be much smaller, storing the energy necessary to reach the nearest charging
station. Smaller batteries will help cutting the emissions of CO2 generated by their
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(a) WPT coils for ships. (b) Conceptual image of electric ship supplied
with WPT.
Fig. 45: Example of wireless power transfer applied on ships [80].
manufacture and disposal.
The concept of WPT for trains is actually very similar to the one for EVs. The main
difference is that the train can be supplied uninterruptedly because its trajectory is
fixed [79]. Rather than accumulating energy in a energy storage system regardless
of driving time and stopping time, it is feasible and also convenient to have a real
time power supply. Instead of a pantograph and a transformer, only the receiving
coils and their respective AC/DC converter will be included, as shown in Fig. 44a.
Moreover, the same DC link is shared between the auxiliary power system and the
powertrain supplying the motors. In this case, since the DC link voltage is very high,
a DC/DC converter is used for chopping the voltage controlling the cooling system
and feeding the auxiliary battery as well as other circuits. As stated before, a differ-
ent point between EVs and trains is the trajectory, which is fixed in case of trains.
This is a favorable condition for communication between sides and the possibility of
a dual side control: in fact, since trajectory, timetables and speed profiles are already
known, it is easier to devise a communication system between sides that takes into
account communication delay and zone of unavailability. An image of the whole
system is given in Fig. 44b.
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Another novel application for WPT is for electric ships battery charging. This is
still a niche field, and is being actively explored only by countries with many water
channels such as Norway [80]. The motivation is the same as WPT for EVs. Using
batteries instead of resorting to diesel engines allows significant savings due to the
higher efficiency, not to mention the preservation of the natural environment near the
harbours. Therefore, for short distance water transportation, WPT is the ideal solu-
tion, able to eliminate the laborious process of cable connection and disconnection
for battery charging with a fully automated process. Hence, with more time dedi-
cated to charging while docking, for the same energy the required power as well as
the impact on voltage quality is lowered. The issue of WPT for ships consists in de-
signing the coils (an image of a pilot application is shown in Fig. 45a) and the control
for megawatt range power and considering the tolerance necessary to account for the
movement caused by environmental factors such as wind and waves. In so doing,
the impact on the frame and electric system of the already existing vessels would be
minumum, as shown in the conceptual image of Fig. 45b. On the other hand, the
elimination of cables will bring exactly the same benefits as in the case of EVs.
As for conversion circuits, wide band gap devices will be the new standard, thus
allowing an eventual increase of the resonant frequencies. This means that the re-
active elements, which occupy remarkable space, will have reduced dimensions and
weight, saving up even more space for additional sensors. With the ITS, communi-
cation is available to implement dual side control and achieve very high efficiency
from source to end; however, the vehicle side must always be able to fulfill the task
of moving the passengers to the destination, indipendently of ITS. Thus, sensorless
estimation of primary side or secondary side parameters should be implemented as a
redundant alternative to ensure controllability is not lost in any circumstance. There-
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(a) Example of domestic appliances powered by
WPT [81].
(b) Example of home adopting WPT [82].
Fig. 46: Example of domestic use of WPT.
fore, the secondary-side-only control concept is necessary for granting the core op-
eration of transportation without burdening the primary side, which is used not only
for transportation but for other applications as well and therefore must be kept as
much simple as possible.
6.2.2 WPT and buildings
WPT used in buildings will clear the space from cables, too, allowing new inte-
rior designs and automated appliances. Power sockets will disappear with increased
safety for children. Charging multiple domestic utilities at the same moment be-
comes fast and easy. In particular, while in a zone covered by WPT, mobile loads
such as cellphones and vacuum cleaner will not be impeded by the cords. New re-
search showed that a large LED TV as well as three 40 W fans can be powered from
a 5 meter distance thanks to an optimally designed coil structure that has two mag-
netic dipole coils with compact ferrite core rods with windings at their centers [81].
Recently, many companies and start-ups are promoting cable-free solutions for home
and offices [83][84].
Actually, in the domestic environment, both the static charging scenario and dy-
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(a) Example of AGV charged by WPT [86]. (b) Example of stage powered by WPT [8].
Fig. 47: Examples of industrial machines using WPT.
namic charging scenario occur, just like the case of transportations. For the same
reasoning explained before, the secondary-side-only control concept is important to
manage the single domestic appliance under use. A FPGA will allow also localized
coordination by simultaneous secondary-side-only control and data elaboration, in
accord to the concept of smart house.
6.2.3 WPT for industrial machines
Few years ago, industry already started looking about methods for charging tools
not encompassing the substitution of batteries [85]. Use of WPT in the industry will
eliminate the risk of dirtying or breaking the tools during the operations of charge.
Automated guided vehicles (AGVs) are a very popular machine found in factories
and is a perfect candidate for WPT, as shown in Fig. 47a. Given the fixed route, it is
has a charging pattern similar to the one of a bus. With WPT, the storage system of
AGV will be reduced, allowing for lighter vehicles and simplifying their composi-
tion. As for other advantages, WPT will significantly mitigate the cable disturbance
affecting the velocity and the position control [8] of servo stages, similarly to Fig.
47b. The elimination of cables will make the setup lighter, too, and reduce the risk
of incidents to human workers tripping on cables. Moreover, since other machineries
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(a) Implantable wireless powered devices in the human body
[87].
(b) X-rays showing a device powered by WPT
implanted in human body [88].
Fig. 48: Examples of WPT used in biomedical application.
are present in the neighbouring areas, it is necessary to ascertain not only the safety
of human beings near the tools, but also the compatibility with other machineries as
well.
In the industrial case as well there are no many differences from the transportation
case. Secondary-side-only control is very well paired with automation. The use of
FPGAs is then very much welcome since it can be programmed to behave automat-
ically, which is something that most microcontrollers can not achieve. In this sense,
the start/stop operation of tools and machineries becomes much quicker and smooth.
Therefore, the combination of secondary-side-only control concept and FPGA will
provide a huge benefit to the industry.
6.2.4 WPT for medical applications
Being a non invasive method to perform diagnosis after surgery, WPT is even used
in surgery and treatment, powering internal medical implants (pacemaker) and aux-
iliary equipment, as shown in Fig. 48. In particular, microrobots powered wirelessly
will allow doctors to deliver accurate treatments. In this sense, wireless power trans-
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fer has the potential to be a stepping stone to medicine as well as robotics, with
the use of miniaturized tools. When humans are involved, saftey standards must be
met: in this sense, the standards of ICNIRP [89] may be revised with the progress
of research. It is not unlikely that localized application of very strong electromag-
netic field is found to be an effective treatment against illnesses. Eliminating wires
reduces the risk of infection and improve noticeably the quality of the therapy and
recovery of a patient.
Interestingly, these wireless devices must be equipped with strong types of data
encryption: in fact, it is entirely possible that a cyber-attack paralyzes or implements
a wrong operation mode in this devices, potentially causing the death of the patient.
Therefore cybersecurity, just like in the case of EVs, must be researched actively.
In this sense, cybersecurity is linked to data elaboration, which is something that a
FPGA can perform in parallel with converter control without additional delays. Past
research never quite encompassed simultaneous data and converter control, and it
will surely be an important research theme in the future. Secondary-side-only control
is fundamental because it directly affects the patient (e.g. controlling the power on
the secondary side will limit the coil heating). Moreover, the operating frequencies
are in the ISM band, therefore using a FPGA to perform advanced control becomes
mandatory.
6.2.5 Conclusion
With the more and more widespread use of WPT, the quality of life of society will
be increased. By adopting WPT many problems in multiple fields of society will be
mitigated or solved. Transmission of data and power without wires will become the
future standard as research progresses and will allow humanity to evolve. Right now,
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the field benefitting the most from WPT is transportation systems, but other fields
are quickly catching up. By using WPT, hopefully more and more renewable energy
sources will be employed, and intelligent automated systems will be encouraged.
Currently, the most practical contribution of WPT to the society is the reduction of
batteries in storage systems, meaning that less batteries will be necessary and there-
fore less CO2 will be generated for their production. Secondary-side-only control
and FPGA will be fundamental in the acceptance by the public of WPT and will
ease the transition process from a society using only cables to a society using only
wireless power and data transfer.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
This research focused on circuit modelling and converter control for wireless power
transfer (WPT) systems by magnetic resonant coupling. The objective of this re-
search revolves around the composition of the conversion circuit, the method of con-
trol and the type of load in secondary side. In real WPT applications for electric ve-
hicles (EVs), there are several constraints that complicate the control: the main point
of this thesis’s framework is the ability to maintain controllability notwithstanding
those constraints and propose a control concept applicable to a wide range of differ-
ent scenarios. The two most demanding constraints are the lack of communication
between sides and the reduced number of power converters: this dissertation pro-
poses some novel controls achieving good results even under such disadvantageous
conditions. For WPT systems, it is important to work at highest efficiency possible
while supplying the load. After analyzing the WPT model and the desired opera-
tion point, a simultaneous control of efficiency and power for a constant voltage load
(CVL) has been proposed by making use active devices in the AC/DC converter. In
case of constant power load (CPL), the analysis of the WPT system function and a
controller for stabilizing the load voltage has been proposed. By adopting active de-
vices in the converters, it is possible to icrease the degree of freedom, thus allowing
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a reduction and simplification of conversion circuit while maintaining at the same
time the necessary controllability.
In chapter 2, the features of EVs as well as static and dynamic WPT applied to EVs
have been introduced. Moreover, the suitability of WPT systems by magnetic reso-
nant coupling with series-series (SS) compensation applied to EVs has been stated.
In chapter 3, a control performed only in the secondary side and covering at the
same time time transmitting efficiency and desired power is proposed for a WPT sys-
tem with CVL. As stated before, constraints are taken into account: communication
and primary side manipulation are not available. A common point with past research
is the use of two power converters in the secondary side: an AC/DC converter fol-
lowed by a DC/DC converter. However, past research rarely used active devices in
the AC/DC converter stage. After analyzing the WPT system and stating the impor-
tant parameters, the use of half active rectifier (HAR) is introduced. With the HAR,
a two-mode control can be performed by exploiting the features of SS compensation
and the average power can be controlled. On the other hand, the DC/DC converter is
used to regulate the DC voltage by adopting equivalent input impedance optimiza-
tion method and therefore operate on the maximum efficiency point. The control
period of the two converters must be different in order to avoid conflicts. The con-
troller design of the HAR and the DC/DC converter is provided after analyzing each
power converter plant, with the setting method of the feedforward part of the PI is ex-
plained. The feedback part is designed by pole placement. Experimental results are
provided and discussed firstly for a static scenario. The proposed control is compared
with conventional efficiency control. The two-mode HAR control switches between
ON state and OFF state, thus introducing transient and noise especially during the
passage between OFF state and ON state. However, this issue does not affect the
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operation of the controller; the reference values for both average power and DC link
voltage are matched. The power supplied to the CVL is continuous and not inter-
mittent. The efficiency is slightly lower than maximum due to introduction of short
mode losses, but this is a trade-off for acquiring power controllability. Evaluation for
dynamic scenario is also provided. Since mutual inductance information is required
in the controller, an estimation method based on constant trace RLS algorythm is
devised. The accuracy of the estimation is not high due to non persistent excitation
of updating coefficient, but the algorithm is self bounded and the error propagation
is mitigated. This issue also has little effect on the controller performance. Then
experimental results for dynamic scenarios are provided, comparing the proposed
control with the conventional efficiency control. In this case, too, the average power
and DC link voltage match with the reference; in particular, the load power in the
proposed control is not affected by the change of coil position. The proposed control
concept is simple and shows an advantageous trade-off between slight reduction of
transmitting efficiency and power controllability. An experiment with high power
level has been performed and confirmed the effectiveness and the behaviour of the
proposed control at low power.
In chapter 4, a discussion about the advantages of FPGA in controlling the con-
verters for wireless power transfer systems will be presented. In fact, FPGA is a nec-
essary tool because of its superiority when compared to conventional DSP control
board in terms of calculation time, diagnostics and flexibility in system integration.
Consequently, it is possible to implement digitally controllers (e.g. peak current lim-
iter) that can effectively substitute analog protection circuits. Furthermore, it allows
easily the implementation of advanced control such as phase shift in a high frequency
environments. After explaining the netlist project design flow and logic block cre-
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ation process inside of the FPGA, a case of study is presented. In order to provide an
effective current limiter for use in case of vehicle detection failure in dynamic WPT
environment, a customized logic block automatically acquiring the AC peak value of
the current from the sensor and updating it to the highest value is created. The block
stores the value in a register, which can be accessed by the code and exploited in a
phase shifting control to limit the current in case the designated limit is exceeded.
At the same time, a simple current controller based on combined phase locked loop
(PLL) algorithm and phase shifting is proposed for the secondary side. This is nec-
essary for the secondary-side-only control concept. The logic block performance has
been verified by experiments, and therefore the importance of FPGA for control in
WPT system has been established.
In chapter 5, a control performed only in the secondary side for stabilizing the
load voltage is proposed for WPT system with CPL. Almost all literature focuses on
resistance load or CVL, but constant power load is rarely if ever considered. The CPL
voltage is unstable, thus stabilization is required. Again, communication and primary
side manipulation are not available. A common point with past research is the use
of only one power converter in the secondary side (an AC/DC converter). However,
the stabilization method must be substantially different from those proposed in past
research. The objective of the control is set to achieve voltage stabilization with
smooth voltage transient and simple controller design. As only one power converter
can be used for control, the only control available is the combination of synchronous
rectification (SR) and symmetric phase shift. The method for achieving SR and
symmetric phase shift is then described while introducing the conversion ratio. By
symmetric phase shift, the secondary side AC voltage is controlled and assumes a
three-level waveform: by changing the width of the three-level waveform the load
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voltage is stabilized. The controller is chosen to be a high bandwith PI feedback.
The PI controller design of the AC/DC converter is provided along with the setting
method of the gains of the feedback. The poles are chosen with pole placement
method. The closed loop plant is then analyzed to set the stability conditions around
the arbitrary equilibrium point. The voltage equilibrium value can be chosen as the
voltage related to maximum transfer efficiency, thus allowing simultaneous power
and efficiency control. The proposed control then is fast enough to cope with the
slow pole dynamics of the open loop function, it is able to avoid big transients and it
is easy to design. The robustness against the variation of load condition and mutual
inductance, as well as the efficiency evaluation for different operating points has
been given.
In chapter 6, the vision and the benefits for the society obtained by wireless power
transfer are described. It is shown that the society wellness can be significantly
improved with WPT, with more flexibility in both public and private life. In the
field of EVs, the integration to the IoT thanks to the ITS will allow great reduction
of traffic and accidents and the widespread use of autonomous driving, along with
providing feedback data to improve the system. The importance of FPGA and the
secondary-side-only approach in the future of WPT are remarked.
From the aforementioned description, this research aimed at maintain controllabil-
ity and reduce system costs of WPT systems for EVs when there are several con-
straints. Past research mostly proposed control methods applied to ideal conditions,
without considering the constraints typical of practical applications, such as unavail-
able communication between sides and unavailable regulation of the primary side.
This research focused on secondary-only-control, which is important for the future
development of dynamic WPT. In this sense, this research considered CVL and CPL.
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In particular, papers dealing with CPL are very rare in literature, making this an
original point. Furthermore, past research placed considerable weight on the coupler
design; on the other hand, this thesis tried to see the WPT from a control viewpoint,
without relying too much on hardware particuarities. The techniques of feedforward
and feedback and PI control are well known, yet not much discussion about their
application to WPT system is present in literature. The proposed control for CVL
in this thesis can be utilized for both static WPT and dynamic WPT and is simple
to design and implement. Similarly, the proposed voltage stabilization control for
CPL is easy to design and achieves smooth transient, which is beneficial to converter
operation. Many applications use CPL such as motor, therefore including them in
WPT system is necessary in order to advance the technology. The proposed con-
trols presented in this dissertation are valuable from practical point of view as a way
to ascertain how much controllability is possible to achieve with constraints, espe-
cially in conditions of low degree of freedoms and lack of communication; therefore,
while they may not achieve the extreme results of state-of-the-art WPT systems in
which optimization of a single parameter is considered, their versatility allows them
to achieve good overall results and to be employed in a wide range of applications.
As a consequence, it is expected that the combination of secondary-side-only control
and FPGA will promote the acceptance of WPT by the public, finally leading to a
society not using cables anymore.
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